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Abstract 

This paper presents an optimal portfolio selection approach based on value 

at risk (VaR), conditional value at risk (CVaR), worst-case value at risk 

(WVaR) and partitioned value at risk (PVaR) measures as well as 

calculating these risk measures. Mathematical solution methods for solving 

these optimization problems are inadequate and very complex for a portfolio 

with high number of assets. For these reasons, a combination of particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA) is used to determine 

optimized weights of assets. Stocks’ Optimized weight results show that 
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proposed algorithm gives more accurate outcomes in comparison with GA 

algorithm. According to back-testing analysis, PVaR and WVaR 

overestimate risk value while VaR and CVaR give a rather accurate 

estimation. A set of companies in Tehran Stock Exchange are considered as 

a case study for empirical analysis.  

Key words: portfolio optimization, value at risk, CVaR, WVaR, PVaR, 

HGAPSO 

JEL Classification: G10, G11, G19 
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1. Introduction

Optimal portfolio allocation is an important issue for risky asset holders who 

are exposed to financial risks. Markowitz (1952) proposed optimal portfolio 

selection based on mean-variance optimization in which the concept of 

portfolio diversification was formally introduced for the first time. In his 

model, portfolio‟s mean and variance are considered as return and risk 

respectively in which the optimal portfolio is the one with maximum return 

at a given level of risk or with minimum risk at determined return. A set of 

optimum portfolios constitute an efficient frontier that an investor chooses 

an appropriate portfolio regarding his/her position.

Many researchers found that two main assumptions of Markowitz 

approach are violated in empirical studies with real data. The first 

assumption (which is related to a tradeoff between risk and return) is 

criticized by Tobin (1958) and Chamberlin (1983) who believed that this 

assumption is valid if the returns distribution is symmetric. Other empirical 

evidence by Mandelbrot (1963), Fama (1965), Simkowitz and Beedles 

(1983) and Alles and Kling (1994) indicated that returns have asymmetric 

distribution and a high kurtosis. Second assumption of Markowitz approach 

is that investors are indifferent between positive and negative mean 

deviations. But, many empirical observations demonstrate that investors 

reflect asymmetric behavior facing upside and downside risks [Mittone and 

Vorkink (2007), Barbies and Huang (2008), Gollier and Parker (2007) and 

etc.]. Therefore, using portfolio variance as risk measure faces some 

limitations. In this method, positive returns (with far distance from mean) are 

desirable for an investor who considers them as risks because variance is a 

symmetrical criterion and does not consider the change of directions. On the 

other hand, considering variance as risk criteria is not tangible for investors 

and requires statistical information (Giorgi, 2002). Some studies (Quirk 1966 

and Mao 1970) show that investors focus more on undesirable risks in 
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comparison with risks with negative and positive volatilities. Regarding 

problems of variance, Markowitz (1959) suggested semi-variance as risk 

measure which only considered negative volatilities but it needs too much 

information and is uncertain for explaining returns probability distribution.  

Konno & Ymazaki (1991) proposed mean absolute deviation (MAD) as risk 

measure by expanding Markowitz model. This criterion was also criticized 

by many. For example Simaan (1997) shows that information about 

variance-covariance matrix is disregarded in MAD calculation. 

The correct definition of risk and presenting an accurate indicator to 

measure its value are two fundamental issues in financial economy which 

have been consistently taken into account from Markowitz's work until now. 

In general, the modern theory of risk is highly expanded through 

introduction of value at risk (VAR) by J.P. Morgan in 1994. VaR measures 

maximum expected loss which is related to market risk. Since this measure 

present risk value in a single number, it is accepted by many financial 

institutions and insurance companies as an international measure. However, 

VaR is not a coherent risk measure, some of risk criteria including 

conditional value at risk (CVaR), worst value at risk (WVaR) and partitioned 

value at risk (PVaR) were proposed with coherent risk measure properties. 

Therefore, these four risk measures are considered instead of variance to 

improve portfolio optimization. The purpose of this paper is to use these 

alternative approaches for portfolio optimization of Tehran stock exchange. 

In fact, share of each stock is determined by minimization of these risk 

measures subject to constraints. Optimization problems are solved by a 

hybrid genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization (HGAPSO) 

method for different companies of Tehran stock exchange.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Main principles of four 

mentioned approaches are described in section 2. Particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm methods are explained in section 

3. Empirical results are analyzed in section 4 and finally conclusion of paper 

is presented in section 5.   
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2. Portfolio Optimization Approaches Based on VaR Measures   

In this section, four new approaches of portfolio optimization based on VaR 

measures are presented.

2.1. Value at risk (VaR)  

VaR is considered as the most common criterion by banks and financial 

institutions under Basel Accord. VaR can be defined as maximum expected 

loss of financial position during a given period in future (a day, a week or a 

month) at a specified probability level. By definition, VaR has two main 

parameters: time horizon which is shown as the number of days and 

confidence level. In general, by assuming N days as time horizon and 𝛼 

percent as probability level, we are (100-𝛼) percent sure that loss will not be 

more than VaR during next N days. Mathematically, VaR can be 

demonstrated as follows: 

                 𝛼 (1) 

Where    and    are portfolio value at t=0 and t=1, respectively. There 

are three approaches of VaR calculation and estimation including 

parametric, non-parametric and semi-parametric methods. In non-parametric 

approach, there is no constraint on portfolio return distribution and VaR is 

calculated based on historical return quintile or predicted return quintile. 

Historical simulation and Monte Carlo simulation are in this method. In fully 

parametric approach, VaR is calculated by imposing pre-assumptions on 

return distribution and dynamics of volatility model. GARCH type models 

and Riskmetrics model are examples of this approach. Semi-parametric 

approach combines two previous methods in order to impose assumptions 

only on dynamics of volatility model. Volatility-weighted historical 
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simulation, filtered historical simulation and Conditional autoregressive VaR 

models are in this category.

As this study focuses on portfolio optimization problem, parametric 

approach or variance-covariance method are applied to form it based on 

VaR. Variance-covariance technique which was described in J.P Morgan 

Riskmetrics programming assumes that returns follow normal distribution 

and correlations between risky assets are constant. Under this method, VaR 

is estimated simply through calculation of returns variance-covariance. In 

this case, VaR is measured mathematically as follows: 

                𝛼      (2) 

Where    and    are conditional mean and variance of portfolio 

respectively and     is an inverse cumulative density function at 𝛼 

probability level. For portfolio optimization problem, VaR is defined as a 

minimum real number (𝛾) that does not exceed      with 𝛼 probability. 

This definition is expressed as: 

             𝛾           𝛼  (3) 

Where r and ware returns and weights vectors of n risky assets and 

 ̅      is portfolio mean. Also, P indicates probability distribution of 

asset returns. Thus the portfolio optimization problem based on VaR 

definition can be written as: 

(4)          𝛾  

s.t.           

 

Where e is a vector of ones and budget constraint indicates that sum of 

assets weights equals 1. Note that this optimization problem is a chance-

constrained stochastic program and requires accurate and complete returns 
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probability distribution which is complex. Due to VaR non-convexity, its 

solution is difficult and therefore, objective function of equation (4) is 

approximated. Usually in finance framework, it is assumed that assets 

returns follow normal distribution with mean vector of    and variance-

covariance matrix of   . Considering this assumption and using parametric 

approach (equation 2), approximation of portfolio optimization problem is 

specified as: 

(5)                          𝛼  √       

s.t.     1)       

          2)           

Where   is target gain and second constraint shows that expected mean of 

portfolio should be equal to  .    and    are achieved simply regarding 

equations 6 and 7 respectively. 

   [

  

  

 
  

]          [

      

      

    

    

  
      

  
    

] 
(6) 

 Where 

                             (     )   (7) 

2.2. Conditional value at risk (CVaR) 

One of the important limitations of VaR is that it does not satisfy coherent 

risk characteristics proposed by Artzner et al. (1999). With respect to VaR 

disadvantages such as non-Subadditivity and also due to the fact that VaR 
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does not give any information about losses more than itself, another risk 

measure was proposed by Uryasev and Rockafellar (1999) which is called 

conditional value at risk (CVaR). This risk indicator has all properties of 

coherent risk and can measure expected losses in case of an unfavorable 

economic situation. In other words, VaR only measures maximum loss at 

specified confidence level in normal market state and gives no information 

about the exact amount of loss in critical conditions while CVaR calculates 

expected loss in an unanticipated situation. CVaR provides additional 

information about loss in the left side of its distribution curve when expected 

loss exceeds VaR. Mathematical representation of CVaR is shown as: 

(8)                        

According to the VaR definition and assuming f(x) as density function of 

x, CVaR can be specified as: 

(9)         
 

 
∫        

      

  
  

In special case, considering f(x) as a normal density function, CVaR is 

obtained as: 

(10)            𝛼           𝛼       

Where   is normal standard density and   is its cumulative distribution 

function. It is obvious that CVaR is larger than VaR.  

Optimization problem using CVaR measure can be approximated as: 

(11) 

                     𝛼          𝛼   √       

s.t.     1)           

          2)       
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In this model, mean vector and variance-covariance matrix is calculated 

as VaR model.

3.2. Worst value at risk (WVaR)  

Precise Calculation of parametric VaR and CVaR necessitates complete 

information about returns distribution due to lack of information. On the 

other hand, return distribution in these optimization models are usually pre-

determined while in reality it is not. In this situation, it may lead to 

underestimation of true VaR and CVaR values with optimization 

approximations in equations (5) and (11).  Ghaoui et al. (2003) argued that 

financial data face error and it is possible that calculated VaR is lower than 

true one. Due to this reason, they [same as Bertsimas
  
and

 
Popescu (2000)] 

believed that standard deviation coefficient in VaR model is not valid and an 

upper bound is taken into account for this coefficient. In fact, considering a 

given mean and variance-covariance of risky assets returns, they offered a 

new conservative risk measure with a pessimistic approximation of VaR 

named as worst-case value at risk (WVaR). Assuming that    is set of all 

probability distributions in    space with mean of    and covariance of   , 

mathematical definition of WVaR can be represented as:  

(12) 

            𝛾                 𝛼         

                                  
    } 

Ghaoui et al., specified WVaR model as:

(13)                 𝛼  √       

Where   𝛼  √    𝛼  𝛼  is the upper bound which is replaced instead 

of     𝛼  in VaR model. They suggested although returns distribution is 

unknown, WVaR can be specified using mean and variance-covariance of 
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assets returns in a probability distributions set. Indeed, it is better to take one 

class of probability distributions into account instead of considering joint 

distribution of assets returns and parameter estimations using empirical data. 

So, the portfolio optimization problem based on WVaR is approximately 

formed as:   

(14)                       𝛼     
        

s.t.     1)           

          2)       

Where      indicates 2-norm and the descriptive statistics are calculated 

the same as VaR and CVaR approaches. Note that WVaR is a symmetric 

risk measure while VaR and CVaR are downside ones. 

4.2. Partitioned value at risk (PVaR) 

Goh
 
et al (2012) introduced a new coherent risk measure via expanding 

WVaR which is called partitioned value at risk (PVaR). Unlike VaR and 

CVaR measures that define on single probability distribution, PVaR defines 

over one class of probability distributions. This new risk measure can be 

identified through additional statistical information so that random returns 

are divided to two half spaces of negative and positive. Thus, statistical 

information such as mean and variance-covariance are calculated for gain 

and loss half spaces of assets returns separately. Like WVaR, This measure 

satisfies all property of coherent risk. It can be shown that for returns with 

asymmetric distribution, PVaR evaluates risk value lower than WVaR. 

Assuming    is time series returns of i
th
 asset with dimension of t×1, due 

to dimension adaption of two half spaces, it is divided into two non-negative 

  
             and non-positive   

             partitions in such a way 

that      
    

  . Generally, portfolio returns vector r is divided into two 

gain and loss vectors as         . Where    involves positive and zero 
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returns while    includes negative and zero ones. It is obvious that       

  . Moreover, mean of    and    are    and    respectively and therefore, 

the mean portfolio is         . In this situation, statistical information is 

located in    . Finally, variance-covariance matrix  ̂  dimension is 2n×2n 

which is represented as follows: 

 (15) 

 ̂       

[
 
 
 
 
 

      
         

    
  

   
      

    
         

  

      
    

         
    

  
   

      
    

         
    

  

      
    

         
    

  
   

      
    

         
    

  

      
         

    
  

   
      

    
         

  ]
 
 
 
 
 

  

Where, 

(16)       
    

        
    

     
    

     

In this equation,   
  indicates the i

th
 asset return in k

th
 half space (k=1, 2 

and i, j=1, 2,…n). In short, based on these partition statistics,           ̂  

can be defined as one set of probability distributions.  

(17) 
    

      ̂            
      ̂       (  

  )  (  

  )  

 (      

     ) (      

     )
 
  ̂    

With respect to above clarification, PVaR definition over probability 

distribution    is presented as bellows: 

(18)                           𝛼   ̂ 
   

(   
   

)      
     

    

Accordingly, portfolio optimization problem based on PVaR measure is 

written as:   
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(19) 

   
 

                  𝛼  ‖  
   (

   

   
)‖

 

    
     

  

s.t.     1)           

          2)       

          3)       

In this model, s and t are auxiliary variables which are considered only 

for forming of optimization problem and do not contain any information.   

3. Heuristic Algorithms 

Solution of an optimization problem via mathematical methods is very 

complex when number of variables increase. Therefore, the computational 

methods are used to obtain the optimal solution. In this study, genetic 

algorithm (GA) and hybrid genetic algorithm with particle swarm 

optimization (HGAPSO) is applied to find large number of assets weights.  

GA which was proposed by Holland (1975) is a computational search 

method based on the structure of genes and chromosomes. This algorithm 

starts with initial population of random individuals that each of them is 

considered as optimum solution and is driven over serial generations using 

three operator including selection, crossover and mutation.  In four above 

mentioned optimization problems based on VaR measures, portfolio is 

considered as individuals or chromosomes. Risky assets weights are 

considered as genes which their encoding is real number because objective 

functions and constraints are continuous. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of population based algorithms 

that were suggested by Kennedy
 
and Eberhart (1995). This method is 

originated from birds‟ flight to find foods and nests. It involves population 

with different swarms so that each swarm is a solution. For portfolio 

optimization problem, set of assets weights is considered as population and 
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each asset is assumed as swarm. Two main characteristics of each swarm are 

position and velocity. At first swarms are positioned in search space 

randomly and weighted based on a random number. The velocity indicates 

distance and direction of swarm. In fact, the main foundation for this 

approach is that each swarm remembers its and others‟ previous best 

position and moves to the direction of the best swarm. 

Although GA and PSO methods act parallel in exploration space and 

track different locations of solution space, they have some limitations. GA 

advantages are its robustness and adaptability while its disadvantages are 

long run time and lowering convergence speed. On the other hand, PSO has 

an advantage of high convergence to achieve optimum solution but its 

disadvantage is its dependency to initial conditions. In order to utilize the 

benefits of both methods, a combination of these two algorithms is presented 

in this study. The hybrid algorithm enjoys both GA accuracy and PSO 

convergence speed. The general framework of HGAPSO is shown in Figure 

1 where hybrid algorithm begins with initial population of m portfolios that 

each of them involves n assets shares. Next, each random portfolio fitness is 

evaluated through objective functions values and then portfolios with highest 

fitness are selected. These selected portfolios are considered as initial 

swarms and positioned in a six steps loop. This loop consists of fitness 

function estimation, updating of p-best (local optimum), g-best (global 

optimum), swarm velocity, swarm value and swarm mutation. As a result, 

global optimum weights are obtained. Afterward, new population is 

reproduced by crossover and mutation operators of GA algorithm.  This new 

population is fitted and individuals with highest fitness are extracted. If these 

solutions are converged to g-best results, the optimum weights are found. 

Otherwise, all the previous steps are repeated until the convergence 

condition is eventually established to achieve a global optimum.
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Figure 1: Hybrid Algorithm Flowchart 

 

4. Empirical Results  

This study concentrates on finding optimum portfolio based on VaR, CVaR, 

WVaR and PVaR optimization approaches using GA and HGAPSO 

algorithms and calculation of these mentioned risk measures. In this section, 

statistical population and its descriptive data are presented at first and then, 

empirical results of assets optimum weights are analyzed. Finally, back test 

statistics in order to evaluate calculated risk measures is discussed. 

4.1. Statistical description 

In this study, stocks of 17 companies of Tehran stock exchange are selected 

as portfolio. In order to reduce the correlations between stocks, these 

companies are chosen from among various industries. Time series closed 
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price of this portfolio is collected from archive of Finance information 

processing of Iran (FIPIRAN) between 21/12/2006 to 12/12/2014. Daily 

returns of this data are obtained via:       
  

    
 , where Pt and Pt-1 are 

closed price at time t and t-1 respectively. Returns time series data consists 

of 2360 observations which are divided to 1880 in sample observations for 

optimization and 472 out sample observations in order to evaluate estimated 

risk measures. Table 1 demonstrates names of these companies and some 

descriptive statistics of them. Also, figures of daily closed price and returns 

for 4 companies as examples are shown in Figure 2. 

Table1: Company Names and Their Descriptive Statistics 

i Company name Mean Std. dev. Skewness Kurtosis Jarque–Bera 

1 Iran Transfo (IT) 0.00030 0.05000 25.91 859.05 57880990.24 

2 Traktorsazi Iran (TI) -0.00080 0.02230 -1.270 13.940 9912.42 

3 Nosazi & Sakhteman 

(NS) 

-0.00130 0.02818 0.736 9.6900 3687.15 

4 Darosazi Jaber (DJ) -0.00029 0.02807 8.640 200.11 3079971.24 

5 Siman Sepahan (SS) 0.00013 0.02220 1.060 13.260 8622.78 

6 Pertol Abadan (PD) -0.00010 0.03990 18.090 544.03 23129982.54 

7 Mes Shahid Bahonar 

(MSB) 

-0.00039 0.02588 -0.990 13.870 9619.58 

8 Tooka Fulad (TF) -0.00110 0.02816 2.290 31.100 63785.63 

9 Sarmayegozari Alborz 

(SM) 

-0.00047 0.02403 2.520 28.980 55128.94 

10 Pars Khodro (PK) 0.00035 0.04033 13.34 374.36 10905084.69 

11 Saipa (S) 0.00012 0.03159 5.980 93.580 656819.85 

12 Iran Khodro (IK) -0.00052 0.02661 0.092 39.260 103467.09 

13 Hamlonaghle Tooka (HK) -0.00030 0.03315 7.430 164.63 2072546.64 

14 Dadepardazi Iran (DI) -0.00069 0.04208 3.810 230.42 4073381.19 

15 Toseye Sanaye Behshahr 

(TSB) 

-0.00070 0.02469 1.020 17.480 16833.19 

16 Sanaye Lastik Sahand 

(SLS) 

-0.00140 0.02998 0.170 46.830 151199.08 

17 Nafte Behran (NB) -0.00080 0.03785 10.73 186.71 2691348.22 
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Figure 2: Closing Price and Returns Time Series Data for  

a)DJ,  b)SS, c)PA and d)IK Stocks 
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According to Table 1, mean returns of all stocks are negative except IT, 

SS, S and PK companies. Return deviations of all companies are nearly close 

to each other. Based on skewness statistics, return distribution of SLS and IK 

companies is nearly symmetric. MSB and TI have negative skewness. 

Returns frequency curves of other companies are positively skewed. High 

values of kurtosis measures of all companies indicate that their returns 

distributions are fat tailed. Also, high values of Jarque–Bera statistics  

shows that null hypothesis of normality is rejected for return distribution  

of everyone. 

4.2. Portfolio optimization results 

In this section, mentioned portfolio optimization problems are computed for 

above case study with GA and HGAPSO. Solving optimization problems via 

these two heuristic methods begins with 100 random portfolios as initial 

population and optimizing process will be ended after 100 iterations. 

MATLAB Simulation of these algorithms is done in 100 runs. Optimized 

weights of mentioned companies and four calculated risk criteria through 

GA and HGAPSO are shown in table 2 and table 3 respectively at 

confidence levels of 0.95 and 0.99. Note that stocks weights are

as percentage.  

Table 2: Optimized Results (GA)

 C=0.95 C=0.99 

VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR 

W1 2.319 1.830 2.356 4.382 3.301 2.453 2.625 10.760 

W2 11.334 10.770 9.572 11.765 11.785 7.416 9.454 4.836 

W3 3.350 4.206 6.480 3.040 4.762 6.127 4.316 5.033 

W4 4.765 7.517 7.093 5.569 4.582 8.900 8.086 7.749 

W5 12.411 11.248 9.793 7.531 8.064 12.876 9.213 2.499 
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 C=0.95 C=0.99 

VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR 

W6 3.487 2.400 4.174 2.644 3.219 5.575 3.850 6.416 

W7 6.583 3.103 6.893 3.866 6.875 7.162 6.868 9.505 

W8 5.449 5.925 1.525 5.811 7.405 6.027 2.857 2.974 

W9 11.104 11.121 11.581 8.562 9.493 8.846 10.045 10.510 

W10 2.440 4.674 4.339 3.035 6.447 2.998 4.502 1.502 

W11 5.463 4.983 3.530 10.225 6.175 4.110 5.288 0.884 

W12 7.478 6.519 7.308 5.477 3.948 6.470 6.376 3.959 

W13 5.287 7.504 6.400 5.216 5.630 3.186 7.412 2.589 

W14 2.779 3.685 3.895 2.189 2.820 1.293 3.508 6.852 

W15 7.903 5.537 7.245 7.940 9.735 9.006 6.800 9.952 

W16 4.555 4.493 4.608 6.311 3.129 3.866 6.722 5.117 

W17 3.294 4.485 3.208 6.436 2.629 3.689 2.078 8.862 

Risk 

Value 
0.01246 0.01559 0.03250 0.02971 0.01780 0.01993 0.07408 0.05558 

Table 3: Optimized Results (HGAPSO)

 C=0.95 C=0.99 

VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR 

W1 2.830 2.855 2.832 14.493 2.840 2.889 2.721 10.372 

W2 9.778 9.894 9.953 8.261 9.987 9.942 9.776 5.814 

W3 5.430 5.396 5.054 11.322 5.343 5.448 5.128 12.190 

W4 6.351 6.439 6.174 5.331 6.435 6.385 6.169 3.467 

W5 11.803 11.736 11.283 7.971 11.656 11.640 11.316 4.625 

W6 3.553 3.522 3.747 2.852 3.586 3.585 3.699 8.635 
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 C=0.95 C=0.99 

VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR VaR CVaR WVaR PVaR 

W7 6.739 6.683 6.816 5.028 6.666 6.707 6.664 3.556 

W8 4.845 4.855 4.685 4.227 4.841 4.830 4.629 3.700 

W9 9.602 9.547 9.742 7.609 9.590 9.538 9.849 5.242 

W10 3.732 3.699 3.571 2.786 3.690 3.773 3.767 5.717 

W11 4.239 4.338 4.234 3.193 4.285 4.177 4.163 9.305 

W12 6.511 6.519 6.856 5.530 6.516 6.543 7.109 3.747 

W13 5.129 5.206 5.693 4.046 5.256 5.199 5.629 2.742 

W14 2.686 2.705 2.584 2.309 2.702 2.734 2.633 1.719 

W15 8.241 8.082 8.107 6.986 8.132 8.265 8.221 12.062 

W16 4.652 4.683 4.768 4.804 4.626 4.517 4.720 4.529 

W17 3.878 3.841 3.901 3.254 3.849 3.827 3.805 2.578 

Risk 

Value 
0.01229 0.01513 0.03193 0.02926 0.01717 0.01941 0.07231 0.05477 

Figure 3 indicates obtained solutions trend using GA and HGAPSO over 

100 runs for VAR and PVAR approaches.  

According to results of Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 3, some points can be 

expressed: 

First, according to figure 3 (a and b), convergence process to optimum 

solutions with GA algorithm is associated with more fluctuation than hybrid 

algorithm. For example, variation of 1st asset weights over 100 runs via GA 

is between 0 and 5 but these results through HGAPSO are fluctuated 

between 2.5 to 3.5. Moreover, the amount of obtained VaR by GA varies 

between 0.0125 to 0.0135 while this variation is between 0.0122 and 0.0123. 

These results indicate that, although GA is robust, its convergence speed is 

low. In fact combining GA with PSO, new algorithm (HGAPSO) considers 

the GA accuracy as well as PSO convergence speed.  
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Figure 3: Optimized Weight and c Trends 

for (a) GA, (b) GA-PSO 
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Second, As it can be observed, optimized weights of 1st asset with 

GA(or HGAPSO) based on VaR, CVaR ,WVaR and PVaR approaches are 

2.31(3.2), 1.83(2.45), 2.35(2.65) and 4.38 (14.49) respectively at 95 percent 

confidence level. These results are 2.83(2.84), 2.85(2.88), 2.83(2.72) and 

14.49(10.37) at 99 percent confidence level. It shows that results are almost 

the same for VaR, CVaR and WVaR measures but variation of these results 

are high according to PVaR method. Thus, it can be understood that VaR, 

CVaR and WVaR approaches are almost close together at both confidence 

levels using mentioned algorithms. But, related results are different due to 

auxiliary variable of s and t in PVaR approaches.  

Third, as it is clear, by substituting obtained solutions on each objective 

function, optimized values of four mentioned risk measures are achieved. 

These computed risk measures are shown in the last row of tables 2 and 3 at 

two confidence levels of 95 and 99 percent. It is obvious that absolute values 

of these calculated risk criteria at 99 percent confidence level are higher than 

ones at 95 percent confidence level. Also, results of risk values ensure 

 VaR ≤ CVaR ≤ PVaR ≤ WVaR which confirms mathematical and 

theoretical expressions.  

Fourth, absolute values of these risk measures through HGAPSO method 

are slightly smaller than GA algorithm. Thus, it can be found that hybrid 

algorithm is more accurate than GA that confirms explanation of previous 

sections. As mentioned above, although GA has a benefit of robustness and 

adaptability, its convergence speed is low. So, in addition to considering GA 

advantages, HGAPSO also enjoys an advantage of high convergence to 

achieve optimum solution from PSO. In other words, the hybrid algorithm 

enjoys from accuracy as well as PSO convergence speed. 

Finally, in most cases optimized results of the above two tables show 

that stocks of SS and DI have the highest and lowest shares based on three 

approaches of VaR, CVaR and WVaR. But because of variability of PVaR 

approach, these results are different depending on application methods and 

confidence levels. 
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4.3. Back-testing  

As it is shown in pervious section, in addition to extraction of companies‟ 

optimized weights, four risk measures including VaR, CVaR, WVaR and 

PVaR are calculated for mentioned portfolio at 0.95 and 0.99 confidence 

levels. For evaluation and comparison of these measures, four following 

back-testing statistics are applied.  

Kupiec’s proportion of failure (POF): This test examines equality 

hypothesis of expected failure rate and actual failure rate. Assuming that 

each failure occurrence probability is constant, then total exemptions (X) is 

followed binomial distribution as B (T,). Therefore likelihood ratio statistics 

of this test which has       distribution is as follows: 

 (20) 
         *

 ̂     ̂    

          +  

Where 𝛼 is probability level or expected failure rate   ̂  
 

 
  is actual 

failure rate and X is number of failures. Indeed, X is number of days when 

occurred loss is more than estimated loss (risk).  

Kupiec’s time until first failure (TUFF): it is considered that the number 

of exemptions has a binomial distribution same as Kupiec‟s POF test. Null 

hypothesis of this test is specified as        ̂  
 

 
 , where v is the first day 

of failure occurrence. Likelihood ratio statistics of Kupiec‟s (TUFF) test also 

has       distribution which is presented as: 

 (21) 
          *

 

 
(  

 

 
)
   

         
+  

Christoffersen’s independence test: This test does not take into account 

equality of expected and observed failure rates and investigates serial 

independence of failures. In fact, if risk measure is computed correctly, there 
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is not a correlation between failures. Likelihood ratio statistics of this test is 

shown as:  

          (
                    

                         
)  

   
   

       
    

   

       
   

       

               
  

(22) 

Where      is the number of observations that situation j occurs after 

situation i. for example, n01 is the number of observations that previous day 

success accompanies with today failure. πi indicates the probability of 

occurring conditional exemption on state i for the previous day. Note that 

LRIND is asymptotically    distributed with one degree of freedom. 

Joint test: This test is combination of Kupiec‟s POF and Christoffersen‟s 

independence tests. It evaluates equality of expected and observed failures 

simultaneous with failures serial independence. Hence, likelihood ratio 

statistics of this test is obtained by sum of two mentioned statistics as

(23)                     

LRmix has     distribution with two degrees of freedom.  

Evaluation of computed risk measures of VaR family is based on the fact 

that the value of calculated back-testing statistics should be lower than 

standard distribution ones. Critical values of    distribution are shown at the 

end of table 4. For tests of Kupiec‟s POF, Kupiec‟s TUFF and 

Christoffersen‟s independence, if calculated statistics are lower than 

3.84(6.63) at 95 (99) percent confidence levels, four mentioned risk 

measures are estimated correctly. For joint test, these statistics should be 

lower than 5.99(9.2). 
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Table 4: Results of Back-testing Statistics 

C=0.99 C=0.95  

PVaR WVaR CVaR VaR PVaR WVaR CVaR VaR 

Na Na 0.71981 0.71981 39.89 39.89 29.66 25.76 LRPOF 
reject Reject accept accept Reject reject reject reject H0 

Na Na 0.15207 0.15207 8.73 18.40 8.73 2.66 LRTUFF 
reject Reject accept accept Reject reject reject accept H0 

Na Na 0.038544 0.038544 0.0043 0.0043 0.038 0.069 LRIND 
reject Reject accept accept accept accept accept accept H0 

Na Na 0.75835 0.75835 39.90 39.90 29.70 25.83 LRCC 
reject Reject accept accept Reject reject reject reject H0 

 

Note that table‟s critical values of     distribution is as: 

                                                                

These back-testing statistics results for mentioned calculated risk 

measures via optimization are shown in Table 4 at 0.95 and 0.99 confidence 

levels. Note that although estimated risk measures with GA algorithm are 

slightly bigger than hybrid method, it does not affect likelihood statistics 

values. So, these results are related to both algorithms.   

Referring to above table and comparison of obtained statistics with 

standard ones, it can be observed that accuracy of all calculated risk 

measures is approved at 0.95 confidence level based on Christoffersen‟s 

independence test. On the other hand, only VaR is computed correctly 

subject to Kupiec‟s TUFF statistic at 0.95 confidence level. Kupiec‟s POF 

and Joint tests do not confirm the accuracy of all measures at mentioned 

confidence level. Increasing confidence level to 0.99, it can be found that 

based on all tests, VaR and CVaR are measured correctly but WVaR and 

PVaR values are not valid.  

In fact, considering the results of back-testing, it is observed that in most 

cases, values of likelihood ratio statistics for VaR and CVaR are smaller than 
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3.84(6.63) at 0.95(0.99) confidence level which imply the accuracy of these 

two computed risk measures. But, these results for PVaR and WVaR are 

almost high which do not suggest the validity of these two estimated risk 

measures. For back-testing analysis, when occurred failures are significantly 

lower or higher than expected failures, the back-testing statistics are high. 

According to this empirical result, occurred failures based on PVaR and 

WVaR are very low at 0.95 confidence level and even zero at 0.99 

confidence level. Note that, when no failure occurs, back-testing statistics is 

not available (Na). So, high values of back-testing statistics for PVaR and 

WVaR indicates that these two measures compute risk value pessimistically. 

In short, it is found that PVaR and CVaR overestimate risk value while VaR 

and CVaR estimate it relatively correct.    

5. Conclusion 

Unlike the classic portfolio optimization problem in which variance is 

considered as a risk measure, this study employed optimization approaches 

based on VaR, CVaR, WVaR and PVaR to find optimized portfolio and 

calculate four mentioned risk measures. These optimization problems 

are formed for sample portfolio which consists of stocks of 17 companies of 

Tehran stock exchange that are solved by GA and HGAPSO heuristic 

algorithms. Empirical results indicate that obtained solutions via HGAPSO 

method are more accurate than GA algorithm. For evaluation of computed 

risk measures, four types of back-testing including Kupiec‟s POF, Kupiec‟s 

TUFF, Christoffersen‟s independence and joint tests are applied. 

According to back-testing statistics results, the accuracy of VaR and CVaR 

estimation via optimization are approved, but it is not confirmed for 

 PVaR and WVaR.  
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Abstract 

Quality Growth Index (QGI) is affected by two sets of combined-structural 

and social indicators. Structural indicator contributes to achieve the main 

target of sound-sustainable-competitive output growth. By the way, the 

sound output growth should enhance social-public services and living 

standards. Although QGIs are weightedly computed based on different 

scenarios, the trend of the QGIs and coefficient of variation of the QGIs 

indicate the robustness of results. The correlation among QGI and social 

sub-components highlights a positive relationship between QGI and school 

enrolment, per capita income and public spending on education and health. 

The result of co-integration model indicates that higher government size and 

devaluation of local currency have evidently exacerbated QGI. Meanwhile, 

openness and inflation underscore the positive long-run impact over QGI. 
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Vector error correction equation outlines that about 84 percent of a short-

term shock to the co-integrating vector will be absorbed in the first period. 

In this context, the impulse response of the QGI to the exchange rate and 

government size shocks are diminishingly and negatively permanent while 

the response of the QGI to the openness shock is significantly and positively 

permanent. 

Keywords: Quality of growth, structural indicators, social indicators 

JEL Classification: O40, O55, I10, I20, I32 
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1. Introduction 

Quality growth which is evidently influenced by the social and structural 

components could be gradually improved by the sound policy arrangement 

and macroeconomic stability. Structural components are able to enhance 

growth quality through different channels including through diversification 

of output, convergence to the global economy, strengthening of growth as 

well as growth stability and solidarity. In this context, social indicators 

should also improve while the output is getting better. Life expectancy, 

income inequality and public spending on education and health which are 

positively recognized as prudent-growth externalities should experimentally 

be enhanced to achieve the main target of sound growth quality. Living 

standards, infant mortality and school enrollment are the other social 

indicators which are expected to influence at the same time. External 

sustainability along with price stability is also crucial to succeed the social 

targets. Anyway, the growth should be basically accompanied by a better 

social spillover and solid structural fundamentals.  

Long-run sustainable growth is basically expected to enhance targeted 

public services and social indicators (Todaro 1994). In this regard, although 

Thomas et al. (2000) highlighted the increasing importance of improving 

governance, managing risks, sustaining natural resources and investing over 

public service as crucial steps to build up growth quality, there are also a 

group of academic-comprehensive literature over the requirements of 

sustainable growth based on solid fundamentals (Dollar et al., 2013). In this 

study, the quality of growth is historically considered based on two groups of 

social and fundamental sub-components. Meanwhile, the impact of 

macroeconomic-performance indicators over the quality growth index is 

technically examined for four decades. 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The next section 

introduces an overview over literature. The technical approaches and macro 

indicators which are applied to calculate growth quality are discussed in the 

third section. The data reference and period of study is explained in the 

fourth section. The calculation results and concluding remarks are given in 

the last two sections.  

2. Literature Review 

Sustainable-noninflationary growth is the main goal in the macroeconomic 

environment which is affected by the fundamental indicators including 

output stability, solidarity, diversification, strengthening as well as 

competitiveness. Social indicators which are presumably expected to be 

influenced by the output growth should be also driven by the sound income 

distribution, life expectancy, job opportunities as well as higher ratio of 

public health and education expenditures to GDP (Gable 2012, Schultz 

1999). In this regard, two sets of the fundamental and social indicators have 

statically-weightedly contributed to explain quality of growth. Meanwhile, 

demand decomposition, sectoral total factor productivity (TFP), engine of 

growth should also be brad-based to enhance growth quality resiliency 

against cyclical-temporary growth (Papageorgiou and Spatafora, 2012). 

Thus, different aspects of growth quality are materialized into a composite 

indicator which is noted Quality Growth Index (QGI). An inclusive QGI 

should be necessarily based on reliable structural-achievements and

social-oriented goals. In this regard, although sustainable-competitive-

noninflationary growth has a crucial role to improve social development, it 

does not necessarily lead to poverty alleviation and income equality. Studies 

have historically indicated that prudent macroeconomic policy, efficient 

institutional capacity, and targeted social spending along with growth 

stability could contribute together to reduce unemployment, inequality and 

poverty (Dollar et al., 2013, Stern, et al., 2014). Ultimately, sound output 
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growth and QGI should be gradually associated with the better social welfare 

and living standards as it was evidently observed in Sub-Saharan Africa 

(Martinez and Mlachila 2013).   

Although two sets of social and fundamental indicators technically 

contribut to compute QGI, there is also periodical interrelationship between 

social and fundamental composite indicators given the fact that the QGI is a 

multidimensional phenomenon (Bills and Peter, 2000). Moreover, 

macroeconomic condition influences QGI through price and financial 

stability, government size, competitiveness as well as governance which are 

examined in the study (Mlachila, et al., 2014).  

Macroeconomic stability is also considered as a key feature to preserve 

growth sustainability through an Extreme Stability Growth Model for 

developing economies which recognizes the effective impact of composite 

index (inflation, budget deficit, and real exchange rate) on the output growth 

while highlighting the role of well governance, global integration, and higher 

investment returns as well [Sirimaneetham, Vatcharin, Temple & R. W. 

Jonathan, (2009)]. In the same study, Gerry, Christopher J., Lee, Jong- Kyu 

& M. Mickiewicz, Tomasz, (2008) underscore that output growth is 

significantly influenced by the business climate, governance and institutional 

efficiency in the transitional economies. Macroeconomic instability is also 

attributed to inflation, real exchange rate depreciation, deviation in the terms 

of trade and the ratio of budget deficit to the GDP in the economy of Iran 

(Khalili and Ramzanpour, 2001). The relationship between output growth, 

investment and investment return is evidently affected by the economic 

stability which would be simultaneously hampered by the policy 

inconsistencies in the economy of Iran during 1963-2000 (Gorji and Madani, 

2003). Macroeconomic instability shrivels human development and 

consequently economic growth in the selected Asian countries which should 

be wisely pondered by the economic authorities (Sameti, Behnoud, 2012).
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3. Approach and Indicators 

The quality of growth index is technically calculated by two sets of 

geometrical weighted-average of social and fundamental composite 

indicators. In this context, both social and fundamental composite indicators 

are also computed by the arithmetical average of their subcomponents. 

Given the fact that, every single subcomponent is measured with different 

scales, they should be statistically harmonized to be comparable. The 

technical approaches which are applied to unify the scale of subcomponents 

are comprised normalization, principal component and Min-Max. The QGI 

is experimentally influenced by the macroeconomic-state variables which 

are statistically applied via Vector Auto-regression (VAR) model.  

A. Fundamental indicators of the QGI 

Growth Sustainability as an indicator of output growth quality is expected to 

improve living standards via higher per capita GDP and an enhancement of 

job opportunities which alleviates poverty as well [Dollar and Kraay,  

(2002); Dollar et al. ( 2013)].  In this context, a sound output growth 

interactively enhances the human capital as an accelerator constituent which 

also streamlines the persistent growth of GDP in the long run trajectory 

[Behrman et al. (1999); Ames et al. (2001); Guillaumont and Kpodar, 

(2006)]. Diversification of products along with export expansion enriches 

output growth resilience against contingent cyclical shocks. Henceforth, the 

competitive economies which augment openness evidently experience higher 

total factor productivity as well as lower growth vitalities and consequently 

growth sustainability [Papageorgiou and Spatafora, (2012)]. 

To compute a composite-fundamental indicator which positively 

influence QGI, the average of five state variables is calculated to explain the 

output growth stance, including stability, strength, diversification, 

competitiveness, and solidarity of growth which are respectively measured 

by the inverse of coefficient of variation, per capita income, Herfindahl-
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Hirschman Index (HHI) of the sectoral value added
1
, ratio of net external 

demand to GDP as well as ratio of machinery investment to GDP. The QGI 

is also affected by the composite-social indicator which is experimentally 

computed through the arithmetic-average of life expectancy, income 

inequality and the share of public health and education spending in GDP 

which are key vehicles to improve living standards and reduce poverty. 

Descriptively, growth stability is statistically computed by the ratio of 

mean to the standard deviation of GDP growth (inverse of the coefficient of 

variation for output growth). The higher ratio indicates more stability in the 

growth period which might improve panic and social indicators. 

Strengthening of the output growth is usually highlighted by the per capita 

GDP which should be calculated based on purchasing power parity approach 

(PPP) for the economies with high volatility of nominal exchange rate. 

However, growth strengthening is an important course to reduce poverty in 

the medium and long term while enhancing QGI. Growth diversification is 

also an indicator to explain the sound QGI which is technically computed by 

the HHI method. Higher amount of the HHI outlines centralization 

(concentration) of the value added in specific sectors. In this context, engine 

of growth should be experimentally diversified to enhance the growth 

quality resiliency against contingent cyclical shocks while maintaining the 

long-run growth stability. Open economies are influenced by the spillover 

from the global trade and international financial transactions. Hence, they 

benefit from lower external demand distortions than domestic ones. Export 

led growth economies have evidently reached more stable growth which is 

underscored by the ratio of net external demand to the output as an indicator 

to explain outward orientation of growth. Meanwhile, external orientation of 

growth should usually enhance productivity owing to the competitive 

 
1. Another experimental proxy is the HHI of sectoral export basket; given the fact that export 

diversification is strongly correlated with output diversification (Papageorgiou & 

Spatafora, 2012).   
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business environment, global knowledge transformation, easy access to the 

world financial resources as well as modern-competitive technology (Diao et 

al., 2006). Ultimately, growth solidarity which is mathematically measured 

by the ratio of machinery investment to GDP is a key indicator to explain 

QGI and potential production capacity.  

B. Social indicators of the QGI 

Sustainable prudent economic growth empirically improves social indicators 

including decent educational opportunities, health care services, income 

distribution and life expectancy which totally develop human capital 

building [Schultz, (1999)]. 

Sound output growth is basically expected to influence social-welfare 

indicators and living standards in different income groups. Hence, there are a 

set of social indicators which are weightedly contributed together to build 

QGI including life expectancy, Gini Coefficient, school enrolment, infant 

mortality as well as ratio of public health and education expenditure to GDP. 

They have obviously outlined the share of human capital and living standard 

in the sustainable-economic growth. In other words, sound social indicators 

are keys to achieve the target of better QGI. Education and health 

expenditure contribute together to enhance living standards through 

improving life expectancy, reducing infant mortality and ameliorating 

human capital.    

C. How to compute QGI 

The QGI is theoretically explained by two sets of composite indices which 

express structural and social impact of sustainable prudent output growth. 

Given the fact that the social and structural variables are measured by 

different metrics, the Min-Max approach as a parametric method is 

statistically utilized to integrate the individual effect of variables [Mlachila, 

et al. (2014); Klugman et al. (2011)] although the disadvantage of other 

parametric methods are articulately discussed in the following section.  
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There are three main methodologies to calculate QGI including principal 

components, normalization and Min-Max method which are totally 

contributed to construct one index: 

-Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis is a statistical approach that uses an orthogonal 

transformation to convert a group of variables which are possibly correlated 

to a set of values. The new set of values should statistically be linearly 

uncorrelated variables which are called principal components. The number 

of principal components is at most equal to the number of original variables. 

The first principal component has the largest possible variance, and the next 

components in turn have the highest possible variance under the constraint 

which are orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated with) to the preceding components. 

The principal components are orthogonal because they are the eigenvectors 

of the covariance matrix, which is symmetric. Given the fact that, the social 

and structural variables which are applied to construct QGI are in different 

units (scales) and PCA
1
 is sensitive to the relative scaling of the original 

variables, the PCA is not used in the study. The transformation process of 

different series might also cause missing information which leads to an 

overshadow-economic elaboration
2
. Thus, the alternative approaches should 

be technically reconsidered to compute an efficient-inclusive-composite 

indicator for specifying the QGI.  

- Normalization and MIN-MAX Approaches 

The variables which are statically underwritten to compute social and 

structural composite-indicators are obviously measured in different metrics 

so they should be standardized by the Z-score.  Z-score is calculated by the 

ratio of subtraction every single variable from its mean to standard deviation. 

 
1. Principal Component Analysis 

2. The PCA is not considered as any sort of distribution for the given variables. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonal_transformation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonal_transformation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation_and_dependence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation_and_dependence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigenvector
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covariance_matrix
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetric_matrix#Real_symmetric_matrices
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In this regard, Z statistic is a centered-reduced normal distribution with zero 

mean and unit standard deviation in case the variable is normally distributed. 

Given the fact that, all the variables have been statistically converted to the 

same metrics by normalization, they can be applied arithmetically or 

geometrically to compute single-composite indicators. To adjust the impact 

of outlier variables on the Z-score distribution, the outlier variables could be 

selectively smoothed or the alternative methodology -Min-Max approach- 

can be replaced mainly because of the big number of outliers. Min-Max 

approach converts the eight structural and social variables in comparable 

indicators from 0 to 1 while the deviations also smooth significantly. Thus, 

structural and social composite-indicators are consequently calculated by the 

geometrical average of converted-explanatory variables. 

  
     

 
                                                                                  (1) 

   
        

           
                                                                        (2) 

Although social-set variables are experimentally influenced by the 

structural-set variables, both sets would contemporaneously contribute to 

compute composite-weighted indicator for QGI via geometrical average 

approach. The relative importance of social and structural-composite 

indicators in the QGI is technically defined based on different scenarios to 

examine QGI robustness. By the way, the causality and endogeneity between 

structural and social indicators should also be tested to characterize the 

impact of structural development on social stance.  

    √         
 

      𝛼                                                               (3) 

 =2 if α=β=1; j=4 if α=3, β=1; j=8 if α=5, β=3                                           (4) 
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QGI is evidently affected by different macroeconomic-state variables 

including  foreign exchange rate as a nominal anchor which reflects inflation 

expectation and financial stability condition; headline inflation as a key 

variable which influences financial flows between real and financial sectors 

(Tobin 1969); openness as an indicator which outlines macroeconomic 

competitiveness and integrity with the global economy; government size also 

as an indicator to monitor macroeconomic efficiency and private sector-led 

growth; and finally, contract intensive money as an indicator of 

well-governance which highlights security of the property rights to proceed 

the private sector contracts. The relationship between QGI and the

state-variables is statistically estimated by VAR approach. The impulse 

response and variance decomposition are also examined to highlight the 

impact of explanatory variables on the QGI deviations. 

4. Data 

The annual data which are applied in the paper are from 1971 to 2013. They 

are also drawn on from the data bank of the Central Bank of Iran Economic 

Time Series and World Bank Development Indicators Database. To 

characterize the impact of short-term fluctuations of explanatory variables 

over the relationship of social and structural indicators, the information is 

also basically categorized in five different periods. 
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Chart 4: Coefficient of variation of the growth quality  

composite-indicators 

 

5. Results

A. The QGI quality 

The QGI fluctuated smoothly over the past four decades as it was statically 

scored the least and the most amount at about 0.31 and 0.63 in 1986 and 

2007 respectively. Meanwhile, the QGI have gradually improved and passed 

the average of the whole period in the recent episodes although it had 

significantly declined during the eight-year Iran-Iraq war during 1981-88 

(Chart 1). The deviation of the QGI obviously originates from the 

fluctuations of social and structural composite-indicators in different 

episodes whereas the fluctuation gap between two composite-indicators has 

been continuously narrowed in recent periods (Chart 2). In this context, the 

average amount of coefficient of variation for social and structural indicators 

is respectively small at about 0.24 and 0.19 unit which underlines low 

fluctuations of both indicators. Meanwhile, the share of social and structural 

indicators in explaining QGI deviations were so close -at about 48 and 52 

percent- which along with small amount of coefficient of variation 

underscores the reasons behind the low fluctuation of QGI.  

To examine the robustness of the QGI, different weights were applied to 
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calculate the geometrical average of both social and structural indicators 

including (0.5, 0.5), (0.25, 0.75) and (0.375, 0.625) which highlights the 

growth strong robustness (Chart 3). The trend of coefficient of variation for 

different amounts of the QGI has been evidently narrowed which reiterates 

the robustness of the QGI (Chart 4). It also indicates a stable-smooth trend of 

the explanatory variables which contributes to compute social and structural 

indicators, especially over the past 20 years.  

B. Living Standard and QGI 

Living standard is experimentally expected to be influenced by the QGI 

although social indicators affect a sound QGI too. The correlation between 

QGI and social development implies the positive-light correlation between 

QGI, per capita income, school enrolment and public health and education 

spending, while the correlation coefficient of income inequality reflects an 

insignificant-negative sign. In other words, the QGI improvement has not 

historically led to a better income distribution (Gini coefficient) in Iran, 

mainly because of the high-permanent inflation and its positive-wealth effect 

on the high income groups (table 1). 

Table 1: Correlation coefficients among QGI and social sub-

components 

 Per capita 

income 
Gini-coefficient 

School 

enrollment 

Health and education 

spending 

QGI 0.76 -0.13 0.83 0.45 

C. Specification Model for the QGI  

Macroeconomic stance affects the QGI via some main macroeconomic 

variables which are statistically examined by the VAR approach. The 

explanatory variables are respectively defined as follows: Inflation, nominal 

exchange rate, openness, ratio of government expenditure to GDP, as well as 
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contract intensive money. Although quality of bureaucracy and corruption 

control indicators should be theoretically applied as two supplementary-

explanatory variables to contain rent-seeking activities and enhance growth 

quality, lack of adequate time series data causes to replace contract intensive 

money as an alternative variable for sound governance into the basic model. 

The relationship between explanatory variables and QGI is statistically 

estimated by the VAR approach in order to explain the lagged-impacts of the 

variables on the QGI as well as to address endogeneity challenge. In other 

words, the QGI is linearly estimated based on its own lagged values and 

current and past amount of other explanatory variables, while the estimated 

equations have uncorrelated error terms.        

The VAR approach prepares an exclusive, comprehensive, reliable and 

multi objective toolkit for data processing through description, forecasting, 

deduction, and policy analysis. In this context, several steps have been 

technically taken to examine the model. First; the test of unit root to outline 

the order of integration for every single variable, second; the co-integration 

and granger-causality tests to highlight the number of co-integrated vectors 

and the ability of the whole variables to explain the QGI changes, third; the 

optimum lags and correlogram of error term to determine the number of 

optimum lags by the Wald test as well as the serial correlation of the error 

term in the estimated vector, finally; Impulse response and variance 

decomposition to track the impact of a shock over QGI in a specific episode 

and characterize every single variable on the QGI deviations respectively.  

D. Outcomes 

The unit root test underscores that the logarithm of all variables is

non-stationary in level which becomes stationary of order 1 after first 

difference (Table 2). 
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Table 2: Critical Value of Unit Root Test 

 LQGI LCPI LGOVS LEXR LCIM LOPEN 

I(0) -2.41 -2.07 -2.26 -2.13 -2.35 -2.19 

I(1) -6.08 -3.24 -6.64 -3.93 -7.99 -4.91 

     T-statistic critical value 90%: -3.198 

The co-integration test indicates a single linear co-integrated vector with 

one optimum lag. In this context, Granger causality test also confirms the 

joint effectiveness of the most explanatory variables on the QGI. The 

statistics of causality effect of contract intensive money on QGI and the 

impact of the joint variables over contract intensive money are rejected 

statistically while the sign of the coefficient and its statistic in the co-

integration model were respectively meaningless and insignificant. The 

output of co-integrating equation is estimated as follows: 

(5) 

                                                          

                            (2.39)          (2.72)       (4.62)            (1.88) 

 

As it was experimentally expected, devaluation of local currency as a 

nominal anchor which highlights financial stability has a negative long-run 

impact on the QGI. Government size has reversely influenced total factor 

productivity and QGI. In this regard, openness as an indicator which 

monitors competitiveness and convergence to the global economy has 

positively enhanced growth stability in the long-term through stability of 

demand. Inflation was unexpectedly-positively correlated with the QGI 

mainly because of the inflationary environment in the economy of Iran as the 

average inflation and its coefficient of variation were about 18.7 and 0.5 

over the past four decades, thus, output growth was historically accompanied 

with the long-run inflation. High inflation (above the long run mean) has 

evidently contracted output growth and consequently distorted QGI. 
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(6) 

                     (        )        (        ) 

        (         )        (         )             

Vector error correction equation indicates that about 84 percent of a 

short-term shock to the co-integrating equation will be statically absorbed 

within the first period. Meanwhile, the impulse response of the QGI to the 

exchange rate and government size shocks are diminishingly and negatively 

permanent while the response of the QGI to the openness‟ shock is 

significantly and positively permanent. In this regard, inflation has an 

insignificant impact over QGI during the episode. Variance decomposition 

of the QGI underscores the share of every single variable on the QGI‟s 

distortions, as openness by 45%, QGI by 23%, government size by 18% and 

nominal exchange rate by 11% have influenced respectively the QGI 

deviations after 10 periods.  

6. Conclusion 

Quality of growth is affected by two sets of composite-structural and social 

indicators. Structural indicator is arithmetically computed based on the 

growth characters including stability, diversification, strengthening, 

competitiveness, solidarity which contribute to achieve the target of sound-

sustainable-competitive output growth. Meanwhile, the sound output growth 

should also enhance social-public services and living standards through 

reducing infant mortality, increasing school enrolment, growing public 

health and education spending, improving life expectancy and income 

equality. Both social and structural-composite indicators are calculated by 

the average of structural growth characters and social stance sub-

components. Moreover, QGI is computed via the geometrical-weighted 
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average of social and structural indicators. Although QGIs are weightedly 

computed based on different scenarios, the trend of QGIs and coefficient of 

variation of QGIs indicate the robustness of results. In this context, the 

QGI‟s deviation is influenced by the social and structural-composite 

indicators at about 48 and 52 percent respectively.  

The correlation among QGI and social sub-components highlights a 

positive relationship between QGI and school enrolment, per capita income 

and public spending on education and health while the correlation of income 

equality is negative.   

QGI is experimentally influenced by the macroeconomic variables 

including inflation, nominal exchange rate, openness, contract intensive 

money as well as government size which are examined by the VAR method. 

The result of co-integration model indicates that higher government size and 

devaluation of local currency have evidently exacerbated QGI, mainly 

because of the negative impact on total factor productivity, inflation 

expectation and cost push inflation which consequently contract QGI. In this 

regard, the coefficient and statistic of contract intensive money were 

statistically meaningless and insignificant. Moreover, openness and inflation 

underscore the positive long-run impact over QGI due to historical 

inflationary environment of the economy of Iran and the impact of the 

external trade over competitiveness and sustainable output growth. 

Vector error correction equation outlines that about 84 percent of a short-

term shock to the co-integrating vector will be absorbed in the first period. 

Meanwhile, the impulse response of the QGI to the exchange rate and 

government size shocks are diminishingly and negatively permanent while 

the response of QGI to the openness‟ shock is significantly and positively 

permanent. In this regard, inflation has a insignificant impact over QGI 

during the episode.  
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Appendix (A): 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates    

 Date: 11/02/14   Time: 16:18    

 Sample (adjusted): 1973- 2013    

 Included observations: 41 after adjustments   

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]   

      

      
Co-integrating Eq.  Co-int. Eq1     

      

      
LQGI2(-1)  1.000000     

      

LEXR(-1)  0.120948     

  (0.05060)     

 [ 2.39005]     

      

LCPI(-1) -0.121209     

  (0.04445)     

 [-2.72689]     

      

LOPEN(-1) -0.263659     

  (0.05703)     

 [-4.62352]     

      

LGOVS(-1)  0.170023     

  (0.09051)     

 [ 1.87856]     

      

C  0.547917     

      

      
Error Correction: D(LQGI2) D(LEXR) D(LCPI) D(LOPEN) D(LGOVS) 

      

      
CointEq1 -0.839579  0.113970 -0.272153 -0.880581 -0.296353 

  (0.19121)  (0.28148)  (0.12747)  (0.33461)  (0.22281) 

 [-4.39093] [ 0.40489] [-2.13512] [-2.63165] [-1.33006] 

      

D(LQGI2(-1))  0.475160 -0.401139  0.316255  0.629423  0.075988 

  (0.19133)  (0.28166)  (0.12754)  (0.33482)  (0.22295) 

 [ 2.48352] [-1.42421] [ 2.47959] [ 1.87990] [ 0.34083] 

      

D(LEXR(-1)) -0.115049  0.322786  0.116345 -0.073454 -0.236161 

  (0.11674)  (0.17185)  (0.07782)  (0.20429)  (0.13603) 

 [-0.98554] [ 1.87827] [ 1.49505] [-0.35956] [-1.73608] 
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D(LCPI(-1))  0.172520  0.140022  0.132585 -0.087588  0.141022 

  (0.23540)  (0.34654)  (0.15692)  (0.41194)  (0.27430) 

 [ 0.73289] [ 0.40406] [ 0.84490] [-0.21262] [ 0.51411] 

      

D(LOPEN(-1)) -0.215273  0.018145 -0.171886 -0.088429  0.042284 

  (0.12512)  (0.18420)  (0.08341)  (0.21897)  (0.14581) 

 [-1.72048] [ 0.09850] [-2.06069] [-0.40385] [ 0.29000] 

      

D(LGOVS(-1))  0.292670 -0.049808  0.070072 -0.095556 -0.117908 

  (0.13741)  (0.20228)  (0.09160)  (0.24046)  (0.16012) 

 [ 2.12992] [-0.24623] [ 0.76497] [-0.39738] [-0.73637] 

      

C -0.007439  0.081322  0.133883  0.016897 -0.012030 

  (0.04002)  (0.05891)  (0.02668)  (0.07003)  (0.04663) 

 [-0.18590] [ 1.38046] [ 5.01887] [ 0.24130] [-0.25799] 

      

      
 R-squared  0.443597  0.286823  0.307087  0.223212  0.169017 

 Adj. R-squared  0.345409  0.160968  0.184808  0.086131  0.022373 

 Sum sq. resids  0.336248  0.728719  0.149428  1.029755  0.456587 

 S.E. equation  0.099447  0.146400  0.066294  0.174031  0.115884 

 F-statistic  4.517805  2.278997  2.511369  1.628327  1.152566 

 Log likelihood  40.29483  24.43933  56.92100  17.35066  34.02324 

 Akaike AIC -1.624138 -0.850699 -2.435171 -0.504910 -1.318207 

 Schwarz SC -1.331577 -0.558138 -2.142610 -0.212349 -1.025646 

 Mean dependent  0.002280  0.149653  0.173302 -0.003100 -0.019852 

 S.D. dependent  0.122915  0.159827  0.073426  0.182048  0.117202 

      

 Determinant resid. Co-variance  

(dif. adj.)  1.21E-10    

 Determinant resid. Co-variance  4.74E-11    

 Log likelihood  196.4527    

 Akaike information criterion -7.631839    

 Schwarz criterion -5.960061    
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Appendix (C): 

Variance Decomposition of LQG12 

Period S.E. LQG12 LEXR LCPI LOPEN LGOVS 

1 0.099447 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

2 0.124560 91.65471 5.340087 1.118939 0.007578 1.878682 

3 0.140484 75.52174 14.96279 2.709184 5.084355 1.721928 

4 0.162622 56.49805 17.99261 2.867273 17.25176 5.390307 

5 0.187070 42.69603 16.54079 2.428240 28.10628 10.22865 

6 0.208176 34.52005 14.59850 2.045361 35.05372 13.78238 

7 0.224917 29.87820 13.23790 1.804567 39.19489 15.88445 

8 0.237708 27.09317 12.41657 1.662391 41.78019 17.04768 

9 0.249061 25.15011 11.92208 1.579740 43.58703 17.73104 

10 0.259745 23.54052 11.68921 1.528507 45.02898 18.21278 

Variance Decomposition of LEXR 

Period S.E. LQG12 LEXR LCPI LOPEN LGOVS 

1 0.146400 17.84960 82.15040 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

2 0.259616 26.12578 73.78762 0.066344 0.002438 0.017817 

3 0.354396 25.59948 74.24956 0.052387 0.059670 0.038898 

4 0.433797 23.46960 76.07814 0.040888 0.373570 0.037809 

5 0.501233 21.57.60 77.32079 0.040652 0.920854 0.147102 

6 0.559722 20.24193 77.88079 0.050793 1.500933 0.325546 

7 0.611655 19.44617 78.03895 0.066786 1.958899 0.489194 

8 0.658912 19.02356 78.03591 0.082660 2.258694 0.599181 

9 0.702857 18.80716 77.99975 0.094902 2.437313 0.660872 

10 0.744326 18.67699 77.98054 0.103118 2.545654 0.693703 
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Variance Decomposition of LCPI 

Period S.E. LQG12 LEXR LCPI LOPEN LGOVS 

1 0.066294 36. 80972 1.736503 61.45378 0.000000 0.000000 

2 0.109656 41.00998 5.258805 51.94473 1.725398 0.061090 

3 0.155630 50.71660 5.170065 42.95141 1.129607 0.032318 

4 0.196613 56.03175 5.466262 37.50830 0.717757 0.275925 

5 0.231623 58.39378 6.305334 34.13952 0.570811 0.590551 

6 0.261443 59.34872 7.262926 32.15972 0.471276 0.757362 

7 0.287270 59.67087 8.091433 31.04962 0.391208 0.796874 

8 0.310380 59.76397 8.695287 30.42634 0.338573 0.775834 

9 0.331705 59.81583 9.091429 30.04777 0.305205 0.739761 

10 0.351792 59.88998 9.344660 29.77772 0.279609 0.708035 

Variance Decomposition of LOPEN 

Period S.E. LQG12 LEXR LCPI LOPEN LGOVS 

1 0.174031 31.94946 2.380623 0.239801 65.43012 0.000000 

2 0.265427 27.50239 4.671912 0.328144 66.39018 1.107371 

3 0.345044 18.77205 6.152631 0.374336 72.11790 2.583080 

4 0.427404 12.73320 5.990189 0.307712 76.01100 4.957898 

5 0.503800 9.428090 5.205716 0.228906 78.18644 6.950845 

6 0.569630 7.670155 4.506357 0.179110 79.45884 8.185539 

7 0.625502 6.737355 4.013967 0.148658 80.25491 8.845113 

8 0.674064 6.218333 3.692421 0.128010 80.79161 9.169628 

9 0.717995 5.878828 3.488041 0.113082 81.18412 9.335930 

10 0.759152 5.606638 3.354414 0.101874 81.49285 9.444224 

Cholesky Ordering: LQG12 LEXR LCPI LOPEN LGOVS 
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Abstract 

Asset-liability mismatch in balance sheet of banks shows serious challenges 

in banks because of the traditional methods of recording assets and 

liabilities at book value in Iran. The Central Bank of the country motivated 

and advised banks to take concrete steps in minimizing the mismatch in the 

asset-liability composition. This paper attempts to suggest a micro funded 

framework that can evaluate the role of asset and liability management in 

banking sector in business cycles through a DSGE model. In this paper, we 

use Bayesian method to estimate parameters and use national account and 

balance sheet data from 1981 to 2013. Results show that tightening 

monetary policy decreases the cost of ALM .On the other hand, raising 

required reserve requirement increases the cost of asset and liability 

management; technology shock leads to decrease of asset and liability 
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management cost, and the costs of ALM affects interest rate. Then, the 

increase of the cost of ALM leads to increase of interest rate. 

Key words: Banks, Asset and liability management, Financial shocks, 

Monetary  policy. 

JEL Classification: E31, O42 
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1. Introduction 

Banking sector is an important part of entrepreneurship and economic 

development in every country. In the developing countries, including Iran, 

the regulatory regime, on the operations and supervision of banks and 

financial institutions, did not allow much competition in the financial 

system. The interest rates are controlled by the Central bank. The balance 

sheet management does not show many problems since the income is 

accounted for on the basis of off balance sheet and central bank persuades 

banks to minimize the incompatibility of assets and liabilities of banks. 

Taking one step ahead, the banks focus on integrated balance-sheet 

management and all the relevant factors which affect appropriate balance 

sheet composition. Therefore, various components of balance sheet are 

analyzed in the assessment of strengths of a bank. The earlier approach of 

managing deposits, loans and advances has no much relevance. The basic 

difference in earlier approach and dynamic approach can be described by 

focusing on value addition, analysis of different scenarios, comprehensive 

risk and dynamic approach of balance sheet evaluation in the present 

ALM system. 

The ALM is defined as “managing both assets and liabilities 

simultaneously for the purpose of minimizing the adverse impact of interest 

rate movement, providing liquidity and enhancing the market value of 

equity”. It is also defined as “planning a procedure which accounts for all 

assets and liabilities of a bank by rate, amount and maturity.” 

There has been remarkable progress over the past ten years in the 

specification and estimation of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium 

(DSGE) models. The method for success of DSGE models mendacities their 

ability to combine rich structural macro models with numerical algorithms 

and simulation techniques. Woodford (2009) has investigated an emerging 

macroeconomic consensus today that embodies five elements: (i) the notion 
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that macroeconomic models should incorporate a coherent set of inter 

temporal general-equilibrium foundations; (ii) that quantitative policy advice 

should be based on econometrically validated structural models; (iii) that 

expectations should be modeled as rational and endogenous with respect to 

monetary policy; (iv) that real disturbances and nominal rigidities are 

important sources of short-and medium run fluctuations; and (v) that 

monetary policy is effective, especially as a means of controlling inflation.  

So in this article, the asset and liability management is designed in the 

context of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model to study and 

analyze the real effects. We modify some of the latest DSGE models on 

banking to fit the Iranian context. So far, this strand of research can be 

divided into papers that introduce a variety of financial assets with differing 

returns [e.g. Christiano et al. (2010) or Goodfriend and McCallum (2007)], 

and those that assume a banking sector under monopolistic competition, 

resulting in a mark-up of banking interest rates over the policy rate and a 

sluggish interest rate adjustment [e.g. Gerali et al. (2010)]. We found that 

neither of these approaches suits the unconventional monetary policy in Iran. 

Following the work of Chen et al. (2012), Wang (2011) and Chen et al. 

(2011), who investigate a partial equilibrium model for the banking sector 

when credit and interest rates are regulated by the central bank, we 

implement their partial-equilibrium modeling work in a fully specified 

DSGE framework to analyze the effect on inflation and output. 

The overall structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 and 3 present 

methodology and literature review. Section 4 presents the model. The 

parameter estimation is represented in section 5 and the Section 6 shows 

Impulse-response Function. The conclusion is described in the final section.  

2. Methodology of Asset and Liability Management 

Asset and liability management (ALM) indicates the optimal investment of 

assets for achieving current goals and future liabilities. The role of ALM is 
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the combination of risks and benefits for assets and liabilities. The more 

traditional view of managing risks separately surveys the risk type. This 

research shows that there are gains from managing risks at the global level 

(Rosen and Zenios, 2006). Among the different risks faced by an institution 

(such as market, credit, liquidity, operational, and business risk), ALM 

focuses on financial risks [SOA, (2003)]. 

ALM is the ongoing process of formulating, implementing, monitoring 

and revising strategies related to assets and liabilities to reach an 

organization's financial objectives, given the organization's risk tolerances 

and other constraints. Although short-term risks arising from the possibility 

that an institution's assets will not cover its short-term obligations 

are essential, ALM is usually conducted from a long-term perspective. ALM 

is considered a strategic regulation as opposed to a tactical one 

(Choudhry, 2007).  

Therefore, ALM sets out a long-term position for investing assets and 

covering liabilities, whether at a single future point in time, or over multiple 

future periods. 

The benefits of ALM are rather obvious: an understanding of the 

company's overall position in terms of its obligations; comprehensive 

strategic management and investment in view of liabilities; the ability to 

quantify risks and risk preferences in the ALM process; better training for 

future uncertainties; and, ideally, gains in efficiency and performance from 

the integration of asset and liability management. Recognizing these 

benefits, banks and other institutions have implemented their own ALM 

methodologies. Despite the widely accepted benefits of ALM, the associated 

challenges may avoid an institution from adopting an ALM framework. 

These difficulties focus on implementation of ALM. First, each institution 

has its particular objectives, risk tolerances, and constraints, and it would be 

difficult to devise an optimization algorithm that would realistically account 
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for these specific characteristics when evaluating portfolio allocation 

decisions. Second, long-term strategic decision making may be delayed 

because of factors whose forecasts may not be available to the institution. 

Third, risk preferences and their changes over time must be translated into 

mathematical language, which is far from trivial. Finally, a reasonable ALM 

model must cover all its different components (assets, liabilities, goals, 

institutional and policy constraints, etc.) 

Managing all of these difficulties is too hard (Romanyuk, 2010). Then, 

asset-liability management refers to the method by which an institution 

manages its balance sheet in order to allow for alternative interest rate and 

liquidity. Banks and other financial institutions provide services which 

expose them to various risks. Asset liability management is an approach that 

provides institutions with a defense that makes such risks acceptable. Asset-

liability management models enable institutions to measure and monitor risk, 

and provide suitable strategies for their management. 

Asset-liability management includes not only a formalization of this 

understanding, but also a method to quantify and manage these risks. 

Further, even in the absence of a formal asset-liability management program, 

the understanding of these concepts is of value to an institution as it provides 

a true picture of the risk. Asset-liability management is a first step in the 

long-term strategic planning process. Therefore, it can be considered as a 

planning function for an intermediate term. In a sense, a variety of aspects of 

balance sheet management deal with planning as well as direction and 

control of the levels, changes and mixes of assets, liabilities, and capital 

(Romanyuk, 2010). 

Asset-liability management (ALM) is the process of planning, 

organizing, and controlling asset and liability volumes, maturities, rates, and 

yields in order to decrease interest rate risk and maintain an acceptable 

profitability level. ALM allows managers to be proactive and anticipate 

change, rather than reactive to unanticipated transformation. Then, managers 

must always analyze the impact that any ALM decision will have on the 
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liquidity position of the institution. Liquidity is affected by ALM decisions 

in the maturity structure of the assets and liabilities which can change the 

cash requirements and flows. Change of interest rates could affect liquidity. 

If savings rates are depressed, clients might take out their funds and liquidity 

decreases. Higher interest rates on loans could make it difficult for some 

clients to meet interest payments, causing a liquidity shortage. The objective 

of ALM is to keep up a match in the terms of assets with their funding 

sources in order to reduce interest rate risk. 

In order to set the ALM position in the institution, banks should have 

effective liquidity management plans in place. And must be able to identify 

the core or stable deposit base in the institution and match that against 

longer-term assets to reduce the interest rate risk. A stable deposit includes 

the equity, certificates of deposit with penalties for early withdrawal, 

retirement savings, savings with a stated purpose, and regular savings 

accounts with small balances.  

Then, managers must be able to identify the minimum net margin (gross 

income – cost of funds) necessary to fund financial costs, operating 

expenses, and contributions to capital. 

3. Literature Review 

There are good studies relating to asset-liability management in banks. The 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2001) planned and formulated a 

broad supervisory framework and suggested required standards for best 

practices in the supervision mechanism of banking system. This framework 

also suggested setting up of risk and capital management requirements to 

ensure adequate capital reserve for various risks exposure for the process of 

lending and borrowing operations. It assumes that banks need to hold larger 

capital amount for greater exposure of risks. This will ensure solvency and 

stability for banking system. The Basel II standards (2004) focused on 
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international standard for the amount of capital to be maintained by banks as 

a protection against various risks they come across in the banking business. 

It concludes that; the greater risk the bank is exposed, the greater the amount 

of capital the bank requires holding for ensuring solvency and stability.

Giri (2014) discusses that, if banks have liquidity shortage, they borrow 

from Interbank to manage asset and liability. For this purpose, he has 

considered two types of banks. Banks which are faced with liquidity 

shortage for credit supply and thus borrow from the interbank market and 

give credit to the real sector; and the second group of banks that have excess 

funds, lend to interbank and invest in less risky assets such as bonds. Results 

suggest that credit shocks in the interbank market, has reduced the supply of 

loans from the banking sector to the real sector of the economy, and then has 

reduced investment and economic growth. On the other hand, the credit 

shock in the interbank market raises the interest rates of credit at the 

interbank market. 

Memmel and Schertler (2009) suggested that recent developments in risk 

transfer instruments, changes in business models due to new technologies, 

and changes in prudential regulations may have reduced the dependency of 

banks on assets and liabilities. Their findings describe how the asset-liability 

dependency for German universal banks behaved over the period 1994 to 

2007 without claiming to provide in-depth insights into what have caused 

these changes in the degree of dependency. Their findings show that the 

overall dependency between assets and liabilities has decreased in the last 14 

years for all three sectors of universal banks (private commercial banks, 

savings banks, cooperative banks). This overall decline is related to selected 

asset and liability positions only: It can be attributed to a lower dependency 

of long-term loans to non-banks and to a lower dependency of short-term 

deposits, while other positions, such as savings account, did not contribute as 

much to the overall decline. Their findings also indicate that the decline is 

most pronounced for those groups of banks within each banking sector that 

intensively use derivatives instruments. 
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Song and Thakor (2007) address a fundamental question in 

relationship-banking: Why do banks that make relationship loans finance 

themselves primarily with core deposits and when would it be optimal to 

finance such loans with purchased money? They show that not only 

relationship loans are informational opacity and illiquid, but they also 

require the relationship between the bank and the borrower to endure the 

bank to add value. However, the informational opacity of relationship-loans 

gives rise to endogenous withdrawal risk that makes the bank fragile. Core 

deposits are an attractive funding source for such loans because bank 

provides liquidity services to core depositors and this diminishes the 

likelihood of premature deposit withdrawal, thereby, facilitating the 

continuity of relationship-loans. That is, they show that banks will wish to 

match the highest value-added liabilities with the highest value added loans 

and that doing so simultaneously minimizes the bank‟s fragility owing to 

withdrawal risk and maximizes the value added by the bank in relationship-

lending. They also examine the impact of interbank competition on the 

bank‟s asset-liability matching and extract numerous testable predictions. 

Zawalinska (1999) examined various approaches to ALM by 

commercial banks in Poland. He elaborated results of the empirical survey of 

ALM and risk management techniques applied by banks in Poland. The 

survey was conducted in 1999. The analysis shows that privatization of 

banks contributes to the improvement of efficiency and to better risk 

management. It creates a favorable climate for implementation of more 

advanced risk management and measurement techniques. The size of the 

Polish private banks has also a positive effect on diverse methodology and 

sophistication of risk management. The analysis implies the need for a 

further consolidation of Polish financial institutions. Therefore, this paper 

strengthens arguments in the support of accelerated privatization and 

consolidation of the Polish banking system. 
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Samuel (2011) used a goal programming model to examine the asset and 

liability management in relation with profitability by financial institution 

taking into account the specific characteristics of Ghanaian financial 

environment. The ultimate aim is to identify the best possible strategy to 

manage the composition of financial institution‟s assets and liability by 

controlling the various types of business strategies to maximize profitability. 

The model contributes to specific goals and constraints. It also tests the 

sensitivity of financial institution performance for different risk taking 

strategies environment. To be able to achieve the objectives of this research, 

a study targets all 27 NIB
1
 branches in the country by randomly interviewing 

functional managers from 7 branches in the country from Eastern Region 

and Greater Accra and in addition, five years financial reports from the 

headquarters were fully analyzed to draw conclusion about the subject. It 

recommended that in view of the importance of asset-liability management, 

banks should implement ALM techniques that should be subjected to 

periodic update and view to meet the goals and objectives of portfolio 

management. 

Entrop et al. (2009), provide a comprehensive analysis of the valuation 

and interest rate risk measurement in the risk-neutral valuation framework of 

Jarrow and Van Deventer (1998). They apply 6 term structure models and 4 

interest rate pass-through models and estimate the value and interest rate risk 

of 13 non-maturing product categories for up to 400 German banks on an 

individual bank level for each of these 24 model combinations. They find 

that the choice of the term structure and the pass-through model is of limited 

importance for the valuation of non-maturing banking products. For ranking 

banks according to the interest rate risk of their products the pass-through 

process is of specific relevance. When the level of the interest rate risk is to 

be estimated, an advanced term structure model should be chosen 

additionally. 

 

1. National Investment Bank 
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4. Structure of the Model 

As pointed out by Giri (2014), we assume that banking sector confronts with 

shortage of liquidity and borrow from interbank. Chen et al. (2012) assumed 

that banks do manage asset and liability in spite of costs it involves. The 

central bank of Iran fixes interest rate in the banking system, reserve 

requirement and influences the credit supply via window guidance. We use 

three of them in the model. 

a. Households 

Households are constrained and decide the amount of consumption, the 

amount of labor they wish to supply to the production sector, and the amount 

of liquidity according to the following utility function: 
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Where   is inter temporal discount factor, tC denotes real consumption, tN  

is supply of labor in goods sector, 
h

tM  is the liquidity at households. c  

denotes inverse of the elasticity of inter- temporal substitution of 

consumption N  
is inverse of elasticity of inter-temporal substitution of 

labor,   is elasticity of liquidity at household. They are subject to the budget 

constraint: 
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Where tw  is the real wage, tt  is tax,
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b

t is profit of banking. tk is quantity of capital, ti is investment. As Agenor 

et al. (2012), we suppose, investment is added to capital stock at beginning 

of period and creates future capital stock. is a constant rate of depreciation 

and the last term is a capital adjustment cost function specified in standard 

fashion, k denotes an adjustment cost parameter. 1tk  can be obtained as: 

(3) t

t

tk
ttt k

k

k
ikk 21

1 )1(
2

)1(  



  

We obtain first order conditions with respect to tc , tN , td ,
h

tm , tk in 

Appendix A. 

b. Final Good Producer  

Final good producer buys intermediate goods that are shown with j, and 

produce final good by using Dxit-Stieglitz method.  

(4) 
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Where Yjt is intermediate good, and   is constant elasticity of 

substitution between intermediate goods. Final good producers try to 

determine their purchases of intermediate goods according to differ prices in 

order to determine maximum profit. Demand function for different product 

by any intermediate producer can be obtained: 
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Price for final good is: 
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c. Intermediate Producer 

Production sector, characterized by monopolistic competition and Rotenberg 

pricing, adopts a standard Cobb-Douglas production function with capital 

tk , and labor tN , subject to productivity shocks: 

(7) 

jtjttjt KNAY  1

 

Where )1,0(  is elasticity of production with respect to capital: 
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tA  is technology shock and A  is steady rate of At. At the beginning of 

every period, each of cost of capital stock and labor.
 t  is:  
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and jtL (loan) is:  
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Where 0f   is adjusted cost parameter,
 
1 t  is inflation rate,

 tY  is 

total production. The marginal cost is: 
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Firms maximize profit through: 

(13) 
j

tjtttjtjt

f

jt PACYmcPYP 
 

Then obtain first order conditions with respect to, jtk , jtN and jtP (See 

Appendix A). 

d. Commercial Banks 

The banking sector of the model in this paper,  is based on the partial 

equilibrium models of He and Wang (2011) and Chen et al.(2011, 2012) of a 

Chinese banking sector and Gerali et al. (2010), who implemented a banking 

sector in a DSGE framework. More precisely, we embed those ingredients 

from the first two papers that are needed to analyze Iranian monetary policy 

in the banking system introduced in Gerali et al. (2010). However, we 

believe that the banking sector determines the demand function for deposits 

and due to central bank and the supply function for loans, takes all interest 

rates as given (instructed). 

The inter-temporal optimization is a problem. A representative 

commercial bank chooses the amount of loans and deposits, due to central 

bank ,dct and borrowings from the interbank market tdi . In addition, banks 

are constrained by the guidelines of the monetary authority. We assume that 

deviations of actual credits from the target of the central bank 
cb

t
L has costs 

that are shown by 2)(
2

cb

tt
kcb LL 


. 

Asset liability mismatch in balance sheet of banks in Iran, has posed 

serious challenges. They have not enough deposit to extend credit and assets 

and liabilities have not the same maturity. Assets often are long-term but 

liabilities are short-term. Therefore, asset-liability mismatch has costs for 

banks.  Moreover, we assume banks gather deposit and supply credit, and 

then if they have not enough deposit, they borrow from central bank to 

manage asset and liability. So asset and liability management has a cost that 

we assume it as quadratic management costs for loans, deposits, and 
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borrowing from central bank:   ))1((
2
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Hence the representative bank seeks to maximize the discounted sum of cash 

flows: 
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subject to a balance sheet constraint, 

ttttt LDcDDi  )1(   (15) 

Where Di  and t represent net borrowings from the interbank market and 

the required reserve ratio, and 
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represent the interbank 

interest rate, central bank interest rate, loan interest rate and deposit  

interest rate. 

By substitution of the bank‟s balance sheet constraint in profit function, 

profit function changes to:  
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In an optimum environment, the amount of loans, deposits, borrowing 

from central bank and interbank market are chosen, so that marginal benefits 

from these assets are equalized to the opportunity costs of holding them: 
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According to 17 and 18, opportunity costs for loans and borrowing from 

central bank are given by the sum of the interbank interest rate, management 
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costs and costs for deviating from the central bank loan target. Equation 19 

illustrates that the opportunity costs for deposits depend on the interbank 

market rate, and the management costs for deposits. We follow Gerali et al. 

(2010) and assume arbitrage ensures that the interbank rate equals the policy 

rate  t

i

t rr  . 

Policy rate in Iran is the rate of bond issued by the central bank.  

Borrowing from interbank is: 
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and borrowing from central bank is: 
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dc
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e. Central Bank 

Monetary policy in Iran varies from conventional central banking in several 

respects. The central bank fixes lending and deposit rates, influences the 

credit supply via window guidance, and, in recent years has even used the 

reserve requirement ratio as a tool for fine-tuning monetary policy.  

Central bank is able to set policy interest rate and reserve 

requirement. Policy interest rate is: 
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Where rπy ρ,ρ,ρ  are the weights assigned to the output, stabilization 

of inflation, and interest rate of previous period.  

Reserve requirement is: 

1 ,tt t t
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  and 


  are weights assigned to inflation rate and reserve requirement at 

previous periods. In addition, the central bank influences the credit supply 
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via window guidance. The use of credit quotas is primarily directed at 

preventing excessive credit growth. Hence, we assume that the loan targets 

of the central bank follow a Taylor-type rule of the form 

cb

t

cb

lt

y

ltl

cb
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t lyl 1))(1(   
 (24) 

According to 24, loans are restricted to slower growth if inflation or the 

output gap is positive, in order to cool down the economy. Moreover, 
 l   

and 
y

l determine the strength of the reaction with respect to inflation and 

output, while 
cb

l determines the persistence of the reaction. In a nutshell, 

the central bank tries to smooth real activity by smoothing loan growth. 

f. Government and Oil Sector 

Government is financed with tax ( tt ), oil revenue ( tor ) and money ( tm ) 

Government expenditure is: 
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Where 
y

t is a weight of output. Oil revenue shock is: 
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ro is oil revenue at steady state. 

g. Market Clearing 

At equilibrium, the output and liquidity market must clear. Equilibrium in 

output market is: 

ttttt ACgicy                                                                    (28)

Equilibrium in liquidity market is: 
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5. Estimation 

a. Methodology and Stylized Facts 

This paper uses Calibration to calibrate the structural parameters of the 

model. First, it obtains the first order condition and linearizes them, which 

are explained in Appendix A and B. Then it solves the model. The sample 

runs for the data in 1981-2013. We use central bank of Iran data base items, 

such as national account and balance sheet of banking system of Iran. 

b. Calibrated Parameters 

We fix some parameters, because they are either notoriously difficult to 

estimate or because they are better identified using other information. 

Adjusted cost of capital, adjusted cost of inflation, quadratic cost parameter 

of due to interbank and cost of non-replayed loans are in line with the 

literature [Agenor et al. (2012), Dib(2010)]. Adjusted cost of capital  k is 

8.6. Adjusted cost of inflation    is 4.26.  

The weights assigned to the output, inflation stabilization, growth of 

money and interest rate of previous period, inflation rate and reserve 

requirement at previous period and output are estimated by Eviews 

according to the their functions. Parameters of shocks are estimated by 

Eviews according to the following equation: 

1log( ) log( )
tt t xX c X   

 
(30) 

Where  is Autoregressive Coefficient and its standard deviation of 
tx

is used as a standard deviation of variable. Productivity shock is selected 

according to the appropriate structure of model. Distribution of parameters is 

selected based on the characteristics of parameters and features of the 

distribution. 
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Table 1: Calibrated Parameters 

Calibrated fromMeanParameters 

Author calculations 0.93
c

Author calculations 0.63
n

Author calculations 0.87

Solving model 0.024

Mark-up 30% 4.33

Solving model 0.97

Author calculations 0.78

Appropriate structure of model 0.65
A

Author calculations 0.60
or

Author calculations 0.89
pi

Author calculations 0.82
mio

Author calculations 0.46y

Author calculations 0.65i


Author calculations 0.062

  

Author calculations 0.83



 

Author calculations 0.46 
di

 

Author calculations 0.347 
y

di


 

Author calculations 0.55 
dc

dc
 

Agenor et al. (2012) 8.6 
k  

Author calculations 2.08 
yc

t  

Author calculations 0.80 
r  

Dib(2010) 4.26 
f
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We use comparison of mean, standard deviation and auto correlation to 

assess the model. Table 2 shows moments and table 3 shows auto correlation 

for some variables. The results show that the model simulates economy

 

of 

Iran appropriately. 

Table 2: Moments 

mean Standard deviation 

model real model real 

254932.02 255027.13 2.041 1.99 Gross domestic 

product 

17.5328 17.5321 2.15 2.12 Inflation 

16797.98 16781.19 1.56 1.64 Loan 

1603.26 1602.74 1.54 1.52 Deposit 

Source: Authors‟ calculations 

 

We use Eviews to calculate autocorrelation for real variables, and then 

compare them with simulated figures. Results show real and simulated 

models are similar and the model is appropriate for the economy of Iran 

(see table 3).  

Table 3: Autocorrelation and Simulated 

Real autocorrelation
Simulated 

autocorrelation

First lagSecond lagFirst lagSecond lag

0.890.790.810.61
Gross domestic 

product 

0.080.420.070.37Inflation 

0.870.720.780.72Loan 

0.890.750.780.73Deposit 

    Source: Authors’ calculations 
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6. Impulse Responses 

In this section we want to assess whether and how the transmission of shocks 

is affected by bank intermediaries in the context of the close economy with 

interbank. We consider three shocks. The first is financial shock, while the 

second is monetary policy shock (demand shock). The third is technology 

shock (supply shock). 

6.1 Financial shock 

According to the results, Figure One shows impulse response to financial 

shock. Producers finance cost of projects through loans. If costs of financing 

increase, investment and production reduce. Because of decrease of 

production, demand for labors and wage decrease, as a result, employment is 

reduced. Then, with lower wages, household consumption drops.    

Central bank responses to increased production costs, according to the 

role of banking finance, and increases credit target and requires banks to 

increase the supply of credit. On the other hand, the supply-side inflation 

increase implies an increase in the policy rate, and consequently, income, 

consumption, investment, capital and employment decline. The higher real 

interest rate makes saving more attractive, so deposits increase. Moreover, 

entrepreneurs borrow to compensate their lower incomes.  

The unconventional monetary policy tools differ strongly in their impact 

on the dynamics following a cost-push shock, but all of them have a 

dampening effect on inflation. In response, the interest rate corridor leads to 

a small increase, but from the second quarter onwards this effect is reversed. 

Interestingly, the dampening effect of the interest rate corridor does not 

imply strong effect on downturn in the output gap that might be expected 

due to the well-known output-inflation trade-off in New Keynesian models. 

Again, window guidance seems to be the most effective weapon against 

inflation, but comes at costs of a much stronger recession. 
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6.2. Monetary policy shock 

This paper considers a tightening monetary policy in Iran. Two monetary 

policies are considered: Interest rate and required reserve. The role of the 

banking sector in the transmission of the monetary policy shock has been 

investigated by previous work by Christiano et al. (2007), Goodfriend , 

McCallum (2007) and Gerali et al. (2010). As discussed in Christiano et al. 

(2007) and Goodfriend and McCallum (2007), financial frictions enhance 

the amplitude of business cycles through three channels (borrowing 

constraint, financial accelerator and nominal debt) beside the traditional 

interest rate channel. With the existence of banks, the banking attenuator 

effect identified by Goodfriend and McCallum (2007) and Gerali et al. 

(2010) is another Channel to propagate business cycles. This paper is in 

accordance with Chen et al. (2012), He and Wang (2011) and Chen et al. 

(2011), who investigate a partial equilibrium model for the banking sector 

when credits and interest rates are regulated by the central bank. Here we are 

not going to highlight how each channel affects the transmission of monetary 

policy shock, but focus on the role of the banking sector. 

 Tightening monetary policy has two effects on banks. First, because of 

the raising policy interest rate, interest revenue increases and banks attract 

more deposits. The raising of deposit leads to a further increase in credit, 

then cost of ALM decreases and loan and deposit rate decrease. As a result, 

investment and output increase and inflation decreases. Entrepreneurs 

increase wage, then income of household, labor and consumption increase. 

Second, rising in policy rates will increase the interbank market interest rate, 

leading to investment and output increase. 
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Figure 2: Interest Rate Shock 
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Central bank increases required reserve. Rising reserve requirement, 

usually aims at short term cash management, affects banking and this change 

leads to increase bank‟s reserve at the central bank and interbank interest 

rate. On the other hand, rising in required reserve, leads to falling deposit in 

bank and decreases operational costs. Then, loan declines in response to drop 

of deposits, and also, profit of bank declines. Fall of deposit and loan, 

increase cost of asset and liability management, which leads to deposit rate 

increase. As a result, financing, investment and output decrease because 

inflation rises in response to the fall in output (See Figure 3). 

6.3. Technology shock 

Figure 4 shows the impacts of positive technology shock on the economy of 

Iran. Since the production becomes more efficient, output rises. The supply 

of goods increases, thus reducing the price of the goods. The technology 

innovation reduces marginal costs and inflation, which leads to a drop in 

loan rate. Households raise their savings and entrepreneurs borrow more. 

Because of the rising savings, the marginal product of labor increases so that 

the aggregate capital increases. Entrepreneurs borrow more and create more 

product and labor force and wage will increase. Increase in wage, leads to 

rising of household‟s income. Household will increase savings and 

consumption. The rising in consumption leads to a rising demand for goods, 

leading to rising inflation. Central bank decreases credit ceiling, then loan 

and investment and output will increase. By increase of deposit and loan, 

costs of asset and liability management decrease, then it requires, loan and 

deposit rate to decrease. 
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Figure 3: Reserve Requirement Shocks 
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Figure 4: Technology Shock 
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7. Concluding Remarks 

This paper suggests a micro framework that combines a banking sector with 

a DSGE model. This model evaluates the role of asset and liability 

management in active banking sector in business cycles and the contribution 

of financial shocks, monetary policy, and technology shock to the economy 

fluctuations in Iran. On the other hand, this paper improves a New 

Keynesian DSGE model to capture IRAN‟s unconventional monetary 

policy toolkit.  

We find that credit quotas are important as the interest-rate corridor 

distorts the efficient reactions of the economy. Moreover, the choice of a 

particular monetary policy tool or an appropriate combination of instruments 

depends on the source of the shock.  

This paper implies that asset and liability management has a cost for 

banking system that affects finance, monetary policy and technology shocks. 

We find that finance shock leads to increase of interest rate of loan. Then, 

banking system increases credit. On the other hand, interest rate of deposit 

and deposits increase. These increasing of deposit and loan, decreases cost of 

asset and liability management.  

Tightening monetary policy raises policy interest rates. Because of the 

rising policy interest rate, interest revenue increases and banks attract more 

deposits. The raising of deposit leads to a further increase in credit, then cost 

of ALM decreases and loan and deposit rates decrease. 

On the other hand, rising in required reserve, leads to fall of deposit in 

bank and decreases operational costs. Then, loan declines in response to drop 

of deposit and also profit of bank declines. Fall of deposit and loan, increase 

cost of asset and liability management. 

Technology shock leads to increase of deposit and loan. With increase of 

deposit and loan, cost of asset and liability management decreases, then it 

requires, loan and deposit rate to decrease. 
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This paper suggests that banks play the main role in reducing the effects 

of uncertainty. Further study will include risk modeling of banks and the role 

of asset and liability management in risk management. 
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Appendix A: First order condition 
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3. Commercial bank  
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Abstract 

There are two sources for governments to raise their revenues. The first is 

the direct taxation levied on output, and the second is seigniorage. 

Seigniorage is also known as printing new money and is defined as the value 

of real resources acquired by the government through its power of 

sovereignty on its monopoly of printing money. The purpose of this paper is 

to examine the Laffer curve for Seigniorage in the economy of Iran through 

data-set collected from the statistical books of the central bank of Iran 

related to the time period 1979-2010. For this purpose, we use a 

methodology that is based on the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm that is widely 

used in the context of pattern recognition, and the Takagi-Sugeno approach 

which is proper for modeling fuzzy systems. This methodology is 

exceptionally flexible and provides a computationally tractable method of 
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dealing with non-linear models in high dimensions. Our findings support a 

standard Laffer curve shape in Iran. In other words, it will be concluded 

through empirical results that there is a nonlinear relationship between 

seigniorage and inflation for the economy of Iran in the time period studied 

in this paper. 

Keywords: Seigniorage, Takagi-Sugeno approach, Fuzzy systems, 

Bootstrap, Iran 

JEL Classification: E43, E52, E62 
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1. Introduction 

Seigniorage is also known as printing new money and is defined as the value 

of real resources acquired by the government through its power of 

sovereignty on its monopoly of printing money (Begg, Fischer and 

Dornbusch, 1994). Money creation is one potential source of revenue for a 

government, which is a relatively inexpensive way of raising funds. 

Excessive reliance on seigniorage results in higher inflation and sometimes 

in hyperinflation. Inflation is just like a tax (Mankiw, 1987). As a tax, it has 

the benefit of being source of revenue for the government and it has the cost 

of altering the behavior of private sector. These costs are not very high for 

the moderate inflation commonly seen in industrial or developed countries 

(Foote, 2010: pp. 58), but for developing countries, these costs can cause 

drastic social results. The existence of benefit as well as cost side makes it 

imperative for policymakers to optimize when they set the size of 

seigniorage. In developed economies, governments tend to resort little to 

seigniorage and rely on taxation and bond sale, or borrowing instead of 

financing their expenditures through seigniorage (Fischer, 1982); but it may 

be more important for countries such as Iran which do not rely on bonds or 

have less well-developed tax systems. 

After liberalization of the financial markets by the 1980‟s, borrowing 

from the international financial markets has become the most common way 

of financing deficits for developing countries (Samimi et al., 2012: pp. 82-

83). But when these countries lose their credibility as a result of debt crises, 

governments were forced to borrow from the central bank and commercial 

banking system. This requirement has forced central banks to print money. 

For a developing country, domestic borrowing possibilities, to a great extent, 

may increase inflation. In this case it is a question whether the governments 

could collect maximum seigniorage revenue thanks to its monopoly on 

printing money (Korap, 2006: 5). 
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Inflation tax is also one of the drastic results of high inflation. Inflation 

tax is a term which refers to the reduction in the real value of financial stocks 

in the hands of the people due to the effects of inflation. In other words, 

inflation tax has a welfare cost effect (Cooley and Hansen, 1989: 742). The 

real financial loss can be expressed as loss of purchasing power of money 

holder. Seignoirage revenue creates inflation and this inflation cause 

financial losses. The theory of optimal taxation states that in the presence of 

tax evasion and tax collection costs, it is optimal for governments to rely on 

inflation tax. Hence, according to the optimal theory, we can expect the 

developing countries to rely on inflation tax, when tax collection cost is high 

and the tax evasion exists. However, there is a limit in increasing inflation 

rate. Since, inflation tax revenues plotted against inflation indicates a Laffer 

curve relationship, after revenue maximizing inflation level, increase in 

inflation will result in decline in inflation tax revenues. 

There should be positive correlation between printing money, namely 

seigniorage revenue, and inflation tax. According to the monetarist theory, 

an increase in the monetary base will increase monetary inflation. The rise in 

inflation reduces real money balances through a rising in the nominal interest 

rates. This affects the readjustment of cash between economic agents, and 

leads to a rise in stocks and reduction of private consumption (Dogru 2013). 

Due to the poorly developed domestic financial markets and the restrictions 

on foreign borrowing in Iran, the government could not finance the budget 

deficit through sources other than monetization. Financing budget deficit 

through borrowing from the central bank will increase money supply. The 

evidence related to the economy of Iran after 1973, shows that the actual rate 

of inflation generally has exceeded the corresponding rates that would 

maximize seigniorage. This means that the government could have obtained 

extra seigniorage with a lower rate of inflation.  

Several studies have tried to consider seigniorage in recent years. Korap 

(2006) have investigated the courses of inflation tax and seigniorage revenue 

for policy makers of the Turkish economy. For this purpose, he first 
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constructed the ex-ante seigniorage revenue maximizing inflation model, and 

then calculated annual inflation tax and seigniorage revenues for the post-

1980 period in Turkish economy. Following these theoretical issues, his 

empirical model have constructed upon the Turkish economy, and his ex-

post estimation results revealed that inside the period considered, the Turkish 

economy lies on the correct or efficient side of the seigniorage maximizing 

Laffer curve. Ehrhart et al. (2009) developed a growth model with public 

investment as the engine of perpetual growth, and looked for the effect of 

deficit, tax and money financing on economic growth on a sample of 

developing countries. They studied in particular the way fiscal and monetary 

policies deform the GLC (Growth Laffer Curve). They found that when 

accounting for public investment, there exists a GLC between taxes and 

economic growth. Second, this GLC depends on both fiscal deficits and 

seigniorage. On the one hand, a lower deficit-to-GDP-ratio or a higher 

money-growth rate reduces the GLC-maximizing tax rate. This may explain 

why governments have difficulties in defining a fiscal policy that perfectly 

matches the optimal tax rate. On the other hand, a higher deficit ratio always 

moves the GLC downwards, while the effect of seigniorage is subject to 

nonlinearities. By using a regression model Jafari Samimi (2012) has proved 

relation between inflation and seigniorage revenue in a quadratic equation 

for the period 1974-2007 in Iran.  

Since money creation is associated with inflation, it is important to 

examine the relationship between inflation and seigniorage whether a Laffer 

curve relationship exists between seigniorage revenue and the rate of 

inflation. Then, in this paper we investigate the Laffer curve relationship 

between seigniorage revenue and inflation rate for the economy of Iran by 

using time series data-set for the time period 1979-2010.  

The paper is structured as follows: Section two begins with a brief 

overview of seigniorage revenue that shows how it fits into a broader picture 
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of government finance. Section three presents data and methodology. 

Section four focuses on the empirical analysis of seigniorage and inflation 

rate, and eventually the last section; section five, is a conclusion deduced 

from the whole subjects and approaches discussed in the paper. 

2. Literature Review 

One way that governments can obtain goods and services is to print money 

that is used to purchase resources from the private sector. However, to 

understand the revenue implications of inflation (and the government‟s 

revenue needs); one must start with the government‟s budget constraint. 

Consider the following identity for the fiscal branch of a government (Carl E 

Walsh 2010, pp. 136 to 139): 

           
        

      
        (1) 

The left side consists of government expenditures on goods, services, 

and transfers     plus interest payments on the outstanding debt         
   

and the right side consists of tax revenue     plus new issues of interest-

bearing debt   
      

   plus any direct receipts from the central bank       

The monetary authority, or central bank, also has a budget identity that 

links changes in its assets and liabilities. This takes the form: 

   
      

                
                           (2) 

Where   
       

 is equal to the central bank‟s purchases of government 

debt,         
 is the central bank‟s receipt of interest payments from the 

Treasury, and         is the change in the central bank‟s own liabilities. 

These liabilities are called high-powered money, or sometimes the monetary 

base. By letting         be the stock of government interest-bearing 

debt held by the public, the budget identities of the Treasury and the  
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central bank can be combined to produce the consolidated government sector 

budget identity: 

           
                               (3) 

According to (3), the value of government purchases     plus its payment 

of interest on outstanding privately held debt           must be funded by 

revenue that can be obtained from one of three alternative sources. First, 

   represents revenues generated by taxes (other than inflation). Second, the 

government can obtain funds by borrowing from the private sector. This 

borrowing is equal to the change in the debt held by the private sector, 

          Finally, the government can print currency to pay for its 

expenditures, and this is represented by the change in the outstanding stock 

of non-interest-bearing debt,          Equation (3) can be divided by the 

price level    to obtain: 
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Or: 
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Where      
    

    
  represents real debt and    is the inflution rate.With 

the convention that lowercase letters denote variables deflated by the price 

level, the government‟s budget identity is: 

    ̅                         
    

      
 (5) 

Where  ̅    *
      

    
+    is the ex post real return from     to  .To 

highlight the respective roles of anticipated and unanticipated inflation, let 
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   be the exante real rate of return and let   
  be the expected rate of 

inflation; then                     
    Adding        ̅         

      
                      to both sides of (5), and rearranging, the 

budget constraint becomes: 

                          
      

  

      
 

              [   (
 

    

)    ] 
(6) 

The third term on the right side of this expression, involving 

       
       represents the revenue generated when unanticipated 

inflation reduces the real value of the government‟s outstanding interest-

bearing nominal debt. To the extent that inflation is anticipated, this term 

will be zero;    
  will be reflected in the nominal interest rate that the 

government must pay. Inflation by itself does not reduce the burden of the 

government‟s interest-bearing debt; only unexpected inflation has such an 

effect. The last bracketed term in (6) represents seigniorage, the revenue 

from money creation. Seigniorage can be written as: 

   
       

  
           (

  

    
)          (7) 

Then seigniorage arises from two sources. First,        is equal to the 

change in real high-powered money holdings. Since the government is the 

monopoly issuer of high-powered money, an increase in the amount of high-

powered money that the private sector is willing to hold allows the 

government to obtain real resources in return. In a steady state (7) shows that 

seigniorage will equal: 

 (
 

   
)    (

 

   
) (8) 

Therefore, for small values of the rate of inflation, s (seigniorage) can be 

thought of as the product of a tax rate of  , the rate of inflation, and a tax 

base of h, the real stock of base money. Since base money does not pay 
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interest, its real value is depreciated by inflation whether or not inflation is 

anticipated. One should consider the government‟s budget constraint 

expressed in terms of the total liabilities of the government. Using (6), (7), 

and       , the budget constraint can be rewritten as: 

                           
      

  

      
 

             [(
    

    
)     ] 

(9) 

Seigniorage, defined as the last term in (9.1), becomes: 

 ̅  (
 

   
)                                                                                         (10) 

Then, the various forms of the government‟s budget identity suggest 

various alternative measures of the revenue from money creation.  In this 

paper seigniorage revenue is calculated following Klein and Neumann 

(1990) and is equal to the change in monetary base 
  

   
 that seigniorage here 

is smoothed by gross domestic product (GDP). 

Laffer curve: The Laffer curve is a theoretical representation of the 

relationship between government revenue raised by taxation and all possible 

rates of taxation. As taxes increase from low levels, tax revenue collected by 

the government also increases. It also shows that tax rates increasing after a 

certain point (T*) would cause people not to work as hard or not at all, 

thereby reducing tax revenue. Eventually, if tax rates reach 100% (the far 

right of the curve), then all people would choose not to work because 

everything they earn would go to the government. The budget identity of the 

public sector states that the excess of public sector outlays over revenues is 

financed by printing money, some economists regarded seigniorage as a 

form of inflation tax. 
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As inflation rate increases to    in figure 1, the response of velocity to 

the inflation rate also gives rise to what terms the 'seigniorage Laffer curve', 

in which the revenue from the inflation tax (seigniorage) first rises, then falls 

with increases in the rate of inflation. 

In this article, this curve is estimated directly instead of the usual 

approach which is a byproduct of demand for money empirical estimates. 

3. Methodology 

An important part of economical investigations has been recently related to 

stable specification of empirical models especially in monetary. One of the 

most important reasons for instability is alteration affected by sociopolitical 

events such as revolution, sanction, etc. and also economic political 

decisions. These reasons lead to fundamental changes in economy and cause 

complexity of economic models. This is the event known as Lucas critique 

in economic and is about the changes in fundamental and structural 

equations and parameters in economy during the time. After Lucas critique, 

different studies verified instability of parameters through different models 

such as Regime Switching Regression. These models have different 

parameters in different regimes. Therefore they are nonlinear models even if 

they have been assessed through linear approaches. 
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It should be noted that the sociopolitical and cultural shocks are not 

measurable precisely. They could be assessed accordingly through Fuzzy 

approaches, when we intend to assess their effects on variables in economy. 

Fuzzy approaches are used when we deal with vagueness and uncertainty as 

a result of non- specificity and confusion in evidences and measures.  

For this purpose, we use a methodology that is based on the Fuzzy c-

Means algorithm (Takagi and Sugeno, 985)  These tools have been applied 

widely in many disciplines since the seminal contributions of Zadeh (1965, 

1987) and his colleagues. These applications are numerous in such areas as 

computer science, system analysis, and electrical and electronic engineering. 

Josef et al. (1992) used this broad approach in the context of modeling with 

panel data. Lindstrm (1998) used fuzzy logic in a rather different way to 

model fixed investment in Sweden on the basis of the level and variability in 

the real interest rate. Giles and Stroomer (2004) have presented a new filter 

to extract the cyclical component from an economic time-series by using  

c-Means clustering.  

Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system which is used base on fuzzy clustering in 

this paper includes three steps: 

First, the sample data are partitioned into a number of “fuzzy clusters”. 

Second, a regression model is fitted separately over each cluster. Finally, the 

fitted models for each cluster are combined in a weighted average fashion, 

the weights being the “degrees of membership” that associate each of the 

original sample points with each of the fuzzy cluster. Because these weights 

vary continuously through the sample, even if linear models are fitted to 

each cluster, the weighted average model can capture very complex non-

linearities with ease (Giles and Stroomer, 2004). 
We use a fuzzy clustering approach by the membership function 

                which defines a degree of membership of     in a 

fuzzy set A. Giles and Draeseke (2003). Let pk be the k‟th. Data-point (k=1, 
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2,…, n). Let vi be the center of the I‟th. Cluster (i=1, 2,…, c). Let 

ikik vxd   be the distance between xk and vi; and let uik be the “degree 

of membership” of data-point “k” in cluster “I”, where: 1
1
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iku . The 

objective is to partition the data-points into “c” clusters, and simultaneously 

locate those clusters and determine the associated “degree of membership”, 

so as to minimize the function:  
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Noting the relationship between the dik‟s and the vi‟s above, the 

membership values and the center of the fuzzy clusters are obtained 

iteratively as: 
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To see how this methodology can be incorporated into an econometric 

framework, consider a simple regression model with a dependent variable, S, 

and a single regressor, P. then, we assume that there is a single input 

variable. So the fuzzy relationship is of the form: 

                                                                                                       (11) 

Where   is a random disturbance term. There is no need to make any 

distributional assumptions about the latter. Note that this modeling strategy 

is essentially a semi-parametric. The identification and estimation of the 

fuzzy model then proceeds according to the following steps: 

1. One would partition the sample into fuzzy clusters by applying the 

FCM algorithm (fuzzy c-means) to the P data. This generates the 

membership values for each p-value with respect to each cluster, and 

implicitly it also defines a corresponding partition for s. 
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2. Form a model by using data taken from each fuzzy cluster. Then if 

the chosen estimation procedure is least squares: 

                                              (12) 

Where c is equal to number of clusters. It should also be noted that in 

fact any relevant estimation technique could be used at this stage. 

 3. The step 2 generates c sets of parameter estimations that are 

combined       by using the membership values as the weights, to model the 

conditional mean of the dependent variable as follows: 

 ̂   ∑                 ∑   

 

   

 

 

   

          (13) 

Where     is the degree of membership of the k
th
 value of p in the i

th
 

Fuzzy cluster, and    is the least squares estimator of     obtained using 

the i‟th, fuzzy partition of the sample.   

The fuzzy predictor of the conditional mean p is a weighted average of 

linear predictors based on the fuzzy partitions of explanatory variables, with 

a membership value varying continuously through the sample observations. 

The effect of this condition is that the non-linear system can be effectively 

modeled. This approach is very similar to the inclusion of dummy variables 

in an econometric variable. By allowing interaction of dummy-variables and 

independent variables, we also specify local sub-models. While the number 

and location of the sub-periods is determined endogenously by the data in 

the fuzzy approach, they have been imposed exogenously after visual data 

inspection in our econometric model. However, this is not a fundamental 
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difference because the number and location of the sub-periods could also be 

determined automatically by using econometric techniques. 

In addition, it can be seen that the separate modeling over each fuzzy 

cluster involves the use of fuzzy logic of the form “If the input data are likely 

to lie in this region, then this is likely to be the predictor of the output 

variable”, etc. The derivative of the conditional means with respect to the 

input variable also has this weighted average structure, and the same 

potential for non-linearity. 

Under very mild conditions on the input data and the random error term, 

fitting the sub-models over each fuzzy cluster yields a weakly consistent 

predictor of the conditional mean of the output variable. The partitioning of 

the sample into fuzzy clusters, and the determination of the associated 

membership functions, involves using only the explanatory variable data in a 

non-stochastic manner. If the explanatory variables are exogenous then so 

will be the membership values that are used to construct the weighted 

averages of the least squares predictors in Step 3 above. Then, the fuzzy 

predictor of the conditional mean of y at Step 3 will be weakly consistent 

(David E. A. Giles, 2001). 

Alternatively, all of the confidence intervals can be computed using the 

bootstrapping method. This has the merit of generating results that are 

specific to our particular sample size and sample values, and this is the 

approach that we have adopted in our application here, for fuzzy modeling. 

Our bootstrap algorithm can be summarized as follows: 

1. Estimate the model (12) for each fuzzy cluster.  

2. Sample with replacement from the vector of residuals for the cluster 

at hand. This will produce a new vector of residuals over that cluster.  
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3. Calculate new     over the cluster at hand using the independent 

variables for that cluster, the set of parameter estimates and the 

residuals produced in step 2. 

4. Use the new   
   with the independent data to estimate a new    for 

each current cluster. 

5. Go back to step 2 above and repeat (say) 100 times. 

6. Finally, we calculate a percentile confidence interval to these 100-

repetitions of coefficients. 

4. Empirical Results 

Data-set are gathered from Iran Central bank data-set yearly during 

1979-2010. Consumer Price Index(CPI) is used to calculate inflation and 

Klein and Neumann (1990) is used to calculate seigniorage revenue and is 

equal to the change in monetary base 
  

   
 that seigniorage here is smoothed 

by gross domestic product (GDP). Then seigniorage revenue is equal 
  

   
  We apply our fuzzy analysis to the model with two fuzzy clusters, 

and m = 2: 

              

Where    is seigniorage revenue and    is inflation rate. The estimation 

results appear in Table 1. The membership functions associated with the 

fuzzy clustering of the inflation rate data appear in Figure 2. 
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Table 1: Fuzzy Regression Results and Bootstrap Confidence 

Interval (%95), Mean of Tax Revenue of Government 

Fuzzy 

Cluster 

Ranked 

observation 
Slope Intercept 

Mean of tax 

revenue of 

government 

R2 

1 1979-1980,1982-

1985,1989-

1991,1997-

2007,2009-2010 

-0.0001480 

[-0.0001482-

0.0001473] 

 

0.0660852 

[0.0660813 

,0.660867] 

 

65147.4  

     0.89 

2 1981,1986-

1988,1992-

1996,1999 

0.00057860 

[0.0005296 

,0.0006261]
* 

0.0223842 

[0.0215177,  

0.0230568]
* 

 

27653.8      0.67 

RMS ERROR-00.0202073 

 

Diagnostic Tests 

 

Fuzzy 

Cluster 

Test 

 

Estimation 

 

P.V 

 

1 ARCH 

White 

D.W 

0.159 

0.493 

1.90 

0.923 

0.903 

……. 

2 ARCH 

White 

D.W 

 

1.109 

 -0.69 

1.70 

0.277 

0.496 

…… 

Source: Results of research, estimated by Matlab software 
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Figure 2: Membership Function 

 

With regards to Table 1, all coefficients are hardly meaningful for two 

fuzzy clusters. 

Figure 3 shows the inflation rate Laffer curve in comparison with the 

proportion of seigniorage revenue to GDP. This curve includes two Laffer 

curves. The curve located on the left is related to first cluster and the 

opposite belongs to second cluster. 

Figure 3: Inflation Rate Laffer curve in Contrast With the 

Proportion of Seigniorage Revenue 
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As to left and right curves in Figure 3, with increase of inflation rate, 

government‟s seigniorage revenues begin to reduce accurately from the 

points fifteen percent (15%) and twenty eight percent on the curves. for each 

two curves, from the inflation rates of 15 and 28 percent correspondingly, 

economy will be placed in the imprecise side of Laffer curve. In other word, 

if government decides to raise the proportion of seigniorage revenues, higher 

inflation rate will be compelled to economy. Concerning the curves, it will 

be derived that having three percent (3%) increase in portion of seigniorage 

revenue to GDP, will be led to at least fifteen percent increase (15%) in 

inflation. Therefore the results reveal a linear relation between inflation rate 

and seigniorage revenues in Iran economy in the period 1979-2010. 

Jafari Samimi reported the amount 15.24 by using the regression models 

for the economy of Iran in the period 1947-2007, which is according to the 

maximum placed in left on Laffer curve in Figure 3. The researcher in 

another study by using threshold regression has reported that the inflation 

rate which causes government to earn the maximum seigniorage revenue is 

included in range 22-27 in Iran. The results placed in the left side on Laffer 

curve in Figure 3 are also included in this range.

Regarding Table 1, the government‟s mean of tax revenue in first cluster 

belonged to the left curve in figure 1, is roughly 65147.4 (Milliard Rials) and 

it is approximately 27653.8 (billion Rials) for second cluster belonged to 

right curve in figure 3. Therefore, it could be concluded that for the years in 

second cluster given in table 1 (right curve in figure 3), the government‟s 

mean of tax revenues were lower and consequently government has chosen 

higher inflation level in order to afford its costs and also to gain more 

seigniorage revenue. On the other hand, there is an inefficient tax system and 

collection costs are high, there is no advanced financial market and the 

proportion of oil revenue in the government revenue is very high and 

volatile. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the oil price and the amount 

of oil exports of Iran are exogenously determined in the world market and 

OPEC respectively. Consequently, the government uses Seigniorage to 
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smooth its spending, which demonstrates the link between fiscal and 

monetary. We have shown this link on diagram in Figure 4. Concerning to 

the diagram, when the rate oil revenues/GDP has decreased; government‟s 

seigniorage revenues/GDP has increased. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 presents the real values for proportion of government‟s 

seigniorage revenue to GDP in contrast with simulated values obtained 

through fuzzy approach which its RMS ERROR criterion is described in 

Table 1.  
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Figures 5: Actual Values of Proportion Seigniorae in 

Contrast With Simulated Values Obtained through Fuzzy 

Approach 

 

 

With relation to Figure 6 which presents budget deficit, compared to 

government‟s seigniorage revenue, it‟s clear that with increase in deficit 

budget, there will be an increase in seigniorage revenue. 

Figure 6: Budget Deficit in Contrast With Government’s 

Seignorate Revenue 
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5. Conclusion 

Developing economies often rely heavily on financing the deficit by printing 

new money–also called seigniorage. But revenues acquired through 

seigniorage coerce inflation to the economy. Inflation is just like a tax 

as it generates revenues for the government – though distorts private  

sector behavior.  

This paper is intended to search for the state of existing evidences which 

reveal a nonlinear relationship between seigniorage and inflation for Iran 

economy  by using data-set pertaining to the time period 1979-2010. In fact, 

the Laffer curve is a theoretical representation of a nonlinear relationship 

between government seigniorage revenue and inflation rate. In this article, 

this curve is estimated directly instead of the usual approach which is a 

byproduct of demand for money empirical estimates. 

For this purpose, we have used a methodology that is based on the Fuzzy 

c-Means algorithm. This approach is very similar to the inclusion of dummy 

variables in an econometric model  Therefore, we‟ve obtained two Laffer 

curves through this approach to different years in the period 1979-2010.  

In other word, it has been proved that if government decides to raise 

the proportion of seigniorage revenues, higher inflation rate will be 

compelled to economy.

It could generally be inferred that we always need to determine the part 

where the government‟s seigniorage revenue is placed in the Laffer curve. If 

the seigniorage revenue is located on the right side, government with 

improvement in its performance could have the same revenue level with 

lower inflation rate. Consequently, government should arrange its costs and 

revenues in the way that prevent deficit and if deficit is inevitable, the 

money printing should be kept in balance and in case of excessive money 

creation, inflation will be resonated. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to find the relationship between lending to Small 

and Medium-size Exporter Enterprises (E-SMEs) and the use of Basel II 

Capital Accord for the first time in the banking system of Iran. Results 

showed that 96.69 percent of small firms were in the very low risk category 

of credit portfolio. This proof explains a consistent and balanced 
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relationship between risk- weighted assets distribution system (RWA) in 

Basel II Capital Accord and firms’ size. In other words, the smaller the size 

of the firm, the smaller their risk-share in the credit portfolio would be. 

Furthermore, according to the results found by Probit regression with an 

endogenous covariate, the higher ratings the firm recovers, the less risk-

share in bank’s portfolio the firm will enjoy. Thus, it is indispensable that 

banks, chiefly specialized banks, should take action towards the allocation of 

parts of the credit portfolio to SME exporter financing. Accordingly, it is 

essential to design particular credit scoring models for these firms.

Keywords: Exporter SMEs, Basel II, Capital Requirements, Probit 

Model, Credit Risk 

JEL Classification: G28, G21 
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1. Introduction 

The role and importance of the small and medium enterprises (SME) is 

discussed, not only in developing but also in developed countries. This 

concept has created the main advantages of these firms that can be used to 

stimulate and encourage entrepreneurship, dynamism and flexibility, rapid 

growth potentials, high efficiency, and high impact on the growth of GDP. 

The prosperity of small and medium enterprises depends on investments in 

innovation and service quality. 

Currently, in addition to the significant role of SMEs in economic 

growth and the stability of the economy, it is crucial for financial institutions 

to allocate a major portion in their credit portfolio for financing low risk 

SMEs, in order to maximize their profit margin. This will help financial 

institutions to create a protective shield (buffer) to minimize the risk in all 

areas which they are active in.  

On the other hand, the laws and regulations which are relevant to the 

capital requirements of banks, impact upon the SME credit. The most 

important effects of an increase in the requirements of the SMEs are the 

changes in the management structure and the collateral accepted as a tool. 

In general, the Basel II includes a set of pillars and principles that will be 

assigned to improve the structure of the banking systems. The three basic 

pillars are: the minimum capital requirements, supervisory review process, 

and market discipline. Minimum capital requirements can be calculated on 

the operational risk and credit. The regulatory process can be found by 

examining the compatibility between a bank‟s capital structures and 

strategies and the overall risk characteristics. Thus, the necessary precautions 

are compiled to improve the regulatory structure.  

To avoid a systematic crisis and credit risks, banks must consider the 

amount of capital to offset losses stemming from the payment of their loans. 
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Hence, Basel II with capital requirements has an impact on the small and 

medium enterprises via an increase in their requirements.  

In this research we are aiming at two main purposes; firstly to investigate 

the probable impact of Basel II Capital Accord on the distribution of Risk 

Weighted Assets of export oriented SMEs in financial institutions‟ credit 

portfolios, and secondly to provide a specialized model for measuring the 

default risk of SMEs, considering their export oriented structure.  

The main argument for this special treatment is that SMEs are typically 

more affected by idiosyncratic shocks than systemic factors. SMEs are 

certainly riskier than larger firms, but their riskiness tends to be scarcely 

influenced by systemic drivers; in other words, asset correlation is lower and 

the defaults tend not to be related to each other. Banks can therefore 

diversify such risks by pooling a large number of claims on SMEs in their 

loan portfolios. The issue of the capital requirements attached to the 

exposure of SMEs is important for three reasons: First, in some countries, 

SMEs play a crucial role in the economy, in terms of contribution to both 

GDP and employment levels. Secondly, some banks have devoted a large 

part of their activities to finance this category of firms. Thirdly, after the 

crisis, some observers have blamed Basel II for allowing banks to drive with 

insufficient capital levels, while others have raised serious concerns for a 

possible crisis of credit, particularly for the SMEs. 

In this paper, in order to quantify the expected effect on the bank‟s 

capital requirements when considering a small firm as either retail or 

corporate; we use data from a sample of large Iranian banks. In Section 2, 

we show the bank‟s capital requirements using formulas and the profile from 

the Advanced Internal Rating Based (A-IRB) approach. In Section 3, we 

review the extant Iranian and other countries‟ research literature on the 

expected effects of Basel on SMEs. In Section 4, we have estimated the 

probability of defaults, maturity, loss given default (LGD), and exposures. In 

order to perform our analysis, we develop the Probit model to assign focus 

on the evaluation of exporter SMEs‟ PD in our samples. In Section 5-6, we 
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submit our model performance. Finally, we summarize our results and derive 

our main findings, focusing on the possible changes in the relationship 

between the Basel II framework and SMEs.  

2. Lack of Finance for SMEs

Concerns have been raised that Basel II will change the viewpoint of banks 

about analyzing credit and this concept has created new credit risk 

management techniques and possibly reduced the focus of lending activity 

towards SMEs. This is due to banks‟ potential perception that SMEs carry 

higher risk and, hence, higher capital requirements than under Basel I. Many 

SME associations in different countries have publicly complained about the 

new rules and many governments are concerned. 

The SMEs, particularly in developing countries, compared to larger 

firms, are facing significant financial constraints. In fact, these firms, 

compared to large firms, do not have access to appropriate banking credits 

and therefore, do not have the appropriate credit policy, whereby access to 

financial resources, in the lower and medium income countries, is more 

limited. Many studies show that for these firms, facing a lack of access to 

external financing has caused their limited growth. When the economy is 

under monopoly conditions, the SME problems of financing will be 

exacerbated. The lenders avoid providing financial resources to special types 

of SMEs, especially in the case of emerging and newly established firms 

with no adequate collaterals and firms with a high default risk. In a 

competitive market, suppliers of financial resources have powerful 

incentives to fix these limitations and obstacles. For financing SMEs, banks 

will have to develop a credit line in order to increase the performance and 

effectiveness of these corporations. However, in several countries, there are 

financing markets for supplying the required financial resources to SME 

businesses (OECD, 2006).
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2.1. Bank capital requirements and SMEs 

In this section, we derive bank capital requirements relating to SMEs for 

Iranian banks, which are the concern of this research. Methodologies, 

formulas, and profiles are clearly defined in order to allow better 

understanding of the final results. We first examine the definition of an 

SME in Iran. 

We find that there is no common definition for the segment of SMEs 

across different countries. The explanation varies from country to country 

taking into account the variant quantitative and qualitative variables. We 

restrict our focus on the important economy of Iran. However, in Iran there 

is little unanimity regarding the definition of SMEs. Various ministries, 

institutions, and organizations connected to SMEs in one way or another 

have their own criteria to describe, categorize, or define SMEs. 

As defined by the Ministry of Industry and Mines and the Ministry of 

Agricultural Jihad, Small and Medium Enterprises are (rural) industrial and 

service enterprises with less than 50 employees. The Ministry of 

Cooperatives alternately uses the criteria of the Ministry of Industry and 

Mines, or of the Statistical Office of Iran in describing SMEs. The Iranian 

Statistical Yearbook for 1999 categorizes businesses into four classes, i.e. 

businesses with 1-9 employees, 10 to 49 employees, 50 to 99 employees, and 

those exceeding 100 workers. Nevertheless, this categorization bears some 

likeness to the definitions used by the EU, as the Statistical Office of Iran 

only considers businesses with less than 10 employees to be Small and 

Medium Enterprises; all others are regarded as “Large Manufacturing 

Establishments”. Incidentally, the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran also describes establishments with less than 10 workers as SMEs. 

Reciprocally, SMEs in the EU are described as non-primary enterprises 

employing less than 250 employees” (Hassanzadeh, et al. 2012). They are 

sub-divided into: 
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Table 1: The Categorization of Medium and Small 

Enterprises in Iran 

Micro enterprises Small enterprises Medium-size enterprises 

1-9 employees 10-49 employees 50-250 employees 

 

In addition, their turnover should be less than €40 million. With  

total turnover of less than € 27 million, ultimately, they should be 

economically independent, i.e. more than 51% privately owned (Iran 

Strategy Document, 2003). 

This section provides the role of SMEs in Iran with regard to various 

important variables. “Activities of SMEs in Iran show that 98.43% of all 

businesses are retail enterprises with 1-9 employees, since the total of small 

businesses with 10-49 employees amounts to only 1.43%. There is an 

imbalance between the large number of retail enterprises and the marginal 

number of small and medium sizebusinesses. It may be noted that the lack of 

a moderate number of medium-size enterprises, amounting to only 0.11% of 

the total number of enterprises, is negatively affecting Iran‟s competency to 

produce an export market” (Hassanzadeh, et al. 2012). 

In Pillar 1 of the new Basel II Capital Accord, the principles to calculate 

a bank‟s Capital Requirements
1
 for each of the different segments are plainly 

expounded. We converge on the formulas that can be used for SMEs when 

the A-IRB approach is applied. As previously stated, banks can classify 

SMEs as retail, utilizing the formula for “other retail exposures”, or as 

corporate, applying the corporate formula with the adjustment of firm-size. 

All formulas follow the same calculation steps involving inputs for 

correlation (R), capital requirement (K), and risk-weighted assets (RWA). There 

 
1. To avoid a systematic crisis and credit risks banks must consider the amount of capital to 

offset losses stemming from the payment of their loans. 
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are three important input variables to be provided by the banks, [PDs, 

LGDs, and exposures at default (EADs)], while the asset correlation (R) is 

Table 2: The last version of Basel Committee formulas 

capital requirements (CR) 

SMEs 

as 

Corporate 
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      √          

√   
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SMEs as 

Retail 
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Capital requirement or regulatory capital, as a percentage of the EAD 

 

CR  :  

Loss given default LGD: 

Cumulative distribution function for a standard normal random variable N(x) : 

Asset Correlation R  :  

Inverse cumulative distribution function for a standard normal random variable  G(z): 

Probability of default PD  :  

Maturity of the operation M  :  

Maturity adjustment Ь  : 

Total annual sales in million Euro S  :  

    Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision / 2004 
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implicitly given by the Basel formulas. The exact formulas for SMEs from 

the final version of the Basel Capital Accord are shown in the table below. 

Table (2) shows the formulas contained in the last version. For the 

SMEs classified as retail, the formulas are those for the “other retail 

exposures”. When SMEs are classified as corporate, the formulas to be 

used are those for the corporate, considering the discount size (Basel 

Committee on Banking Supervision, 2004). 
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A fixed LGD is estimated as 45% under the sample bank. We focus on 

one year‟s PD estimation, developing the Probit model for exporter SMEs‟ 

PD in the sample. Following this, we point out that the lower correlation value 

for the retail assets, incidentally assumed by the Basel formulas, is the “main 

driver” of the lower capital requirement for that segment. 

3.  Review of the Relevant Research Literature 

In this section, we review some of the most important studies about the 

implementation of the Basel II on small and medium size enterprises and the 

possible effects thereof. The literature generally finds that the Basel Capital 

Accord will have beneficial effects on bank capital requirements (minimum) 

that are linked to the SME segment, if either the Standardized approach or 

one of the IRB (Advanced or Foundation) approaches is used.  

The Basel Committee began a capital adequacy reform process in 1999. 

This committee paid particular attention to the SME segment, mainly by 

having changed the formulas to calculate risk weights linked to SMEs three 

times. In the latest version (June 2004), banks are able to consider small and 

medium size enterprises as retail or as corporate entities, primarily based on 

their total exposure to this entity. If total exposure is under €1 million, SMEs 

can be classified as retail, but another important qualitative requirement must 

be followed; the credit must be managed as a retail exposure. This means 

that “the exposure must be one of a large pool of exposures which are 

managed by the bank on a pooled basis”. On the other hand, if SME credits 

are classified as corporate, a special “discount” in the asset correlation 

calculation is ensured for exposures to firms with under €50 million in sales. 

Both approaches specify “haircuts” which are based on the assumption that 

smaller credit firms‟ risks are less correlated to default risk than larger 

corporates and are less sensitive to the business cycle. We also expect that 

the benefits shown for SMEs have been motivated by nations‟ concerns 
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about lessening credit possibilities and the importance that SME owners and 

employees have for voting results. 

Various studies have found that it is easier to assess the amount of the 

savings in banks‟ capital requirements with the standardized approach than 

with the internal rating based approach. Using the standardized approach to 

calculate capital requirements results in no savings if the SMEs are 

considered as corporate (the same   8% as before); however, if they are 

considered as retail,  the risk weight goes from 100% to 75% (Basel 

Committee on Banking Supervision, 2004), so the capital requirement 

impressively becomes 6%. The IRB approach, however, authorizes banks to 

personalize the capital requirement calculation, making their own models in 

order to estimate PDs (Basic) or even LGDs (Advanced) for each client. This 

means that it is not feasible to assess the exact savings in capital 

requirements for banks that will implement the Internal Rating Based 

approach, since these will be looped to the particular models utilized and to 

the characteristics of each portfolio of credit.  

Most studies have tried to understand the most probable risk weights and 

their possible changes under Basel II using a generic sample of small and 

medium size enterprises and assumptions in order to estimate PD and LGD. 

Since we have estimated LGDs and PDs, we focus our analysis on the 

distribution of risk weighted assets in the sample bank of Iran.  

More recently, the Basel Accord for bank capital adequacy (Basel II) has 

seen many analysts focus on the SME segment (see e.g., Udell, 2004; 

Schwaiger, 2002; Saurina and Trucharte, 2004; Jacobson et al., 2005; 

Berger, 2006 and Altman and Sabato, 2005). The first empirical 

investigation on default prediction for SMEs was led by Edmister (1972) and 

applied a Multiple Discriminant Analysis approach on 42 firms comprising 

balanced observations and the researcher also used balance sheets and profit-

loss statements as the principal source of information, and discovered that 
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seven financial ratios were significant as default predictors; the most 

significant were leverage and liquidity categories. 

Altman and Sabato (2005) examined the effects of Basel II Capital 

Accord and the capital requirements of small and medium enterprises in the 

US, Australia, and Italy. In these countries, banks with less capital 

requirements audit small and medium enterprises to bring more benefits by 

using the advanced internal rating procedures. It was necessary to do the 

calculation of the probability of default and losses caused by default as being 

assuredly more about bank risk management. 

According to the aforementioned statements, two World Bank 

inspections were conducted in recent years as part of an exertion to inquire 

into the status of banks‟ lending to SMEs. These inspections revealed some 

important routine elements, but also demonstrate important differences. Both 

inspections provide some deliberation of SME lending, consider the main 

stimulant and obstacles to additional SME lending, the pivotal business 

models developed, and the main risk management techniques approved, but 

with different emphasis on each of these ingredients.   

The two surveys are also based on very distinct samples, regarding their 

dimension (size), the types of bank inspected, and the regional coverage. 

Demirguc-Kunt, Martinez Peria, and Beck in (2009) studied 91 expert banks 

in 45 countries providing the basis for two separate studies and a 

comprehensive evaluation of the inspection results, while the second 

provides an econometric analysis of the data-set. This study contained a 

quantitative component that obtained measures of the share of SME loans in 

total loans, the allotment of investment loans in SME loans, percentages of 

applications ratified, and loan fees and interest rates. Moreover, while 

comparing SME lending in developed and developing countries and auditing 

drivers and difficulties, the two studies also revealed the relationships 

between government, private, and foreign banks. Overall, their analysis 

recommended that the enabling environment is more important than firm 

dimension (Size) or bank proprietorship in shaping bank financing to SMEs. 
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Schiffer and Weder (2001), and Beck et al. (2005, 2006 and 2008) have 

shown that SMEs perceive access to finance and their cost of credit to be 

greater obstacles than large firms and these factors significantly affect 

their growth.  

Beck, Demirguc-Kunt, and Martinez Peria (2009) have shown that the 

average share of SME lending is smaller in developing countries (16 percent 

of total lending) compared with the average share in developed countries (22 

percent of total lending).  Banks in both developing and developed countries 

are primarily attracted by the potential profitability of the SME sector and 

serve SMEs primarily through concentrated SME units. Administration 

programs are considered favorable and prudential regulations are not 

perceived as unpleasant. Scoring models are used by major banks but they 

are just one of the inputs in the loan decision. Large or expert banks in 

developing countries report that macroeconomic instability is the main 

challenge facing SME lending, rather than any fault in the legal and 

contractual framework.  

De la Torre, et al. (2009) carried out on-site interviews with 37 banks in 

Argentina, Chile, Serbia, and Colombia. This survey focused on the 

questions covering the strategic approach to small and medium enterprises 

lending, business models, and risk management. The researchers 

supplemented the information from the interviews conducted through a 

survey by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) across 8 developed 

and developing countries and annual surveys from 7 countries.  

Hahm. J. H. and D. Kang (2007) surveyed the effects of Basel II on 

small and medium enterprises in Korea. By using “Sensitivity Analysis” they 

indicate that there are positive effects on lending to SMEs. Chang and Chu 

(2005) have found that the risk weights for the internal rating method in the 

Basel II increased and so with these capital requirements of banks, the 

lending to small and medium enterprises is reduced. 
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Berger in (2006) studied the internal rating methods in Basel II in the US 

and demonstrated that the interest rates paid for loans to small and medium 

enterprises have not decreased.  

Gottschalk in (2007) considered the effects of the implementation of the 

Basel II in developing countries and indicates that these countries will 

require specific regulatory and political regime to consider financial stability 

and sufficient credit for SMEs for the implementation of Basel II   

4. Model Specification 

In this approach, we suppose that the response variable   is binary; that is, it 

can have only two possible outcomes which we will denote as 1 and 0. For 

example,   may represent the presence/absence of a certain condition, the 

success/failure of some device, the yes/no answer on a survey, etc. We 

additionally have a vector of regressors  , which is assumed to influence the 

outcome  . Particularly, we assume that the model takes the form: 

     |          

Where   denotes probability, and   is the Cumulative Distribution 

Function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution. The parameter   is 

typically estimated though maximum likelihood. It is possible to motivate 

the Probit model as a HID variable model. Suppose there exists an auxiliary 

random variable: 

         

Where          . Then   can be viewed as an indicator of whether this 

HID variable is positive: 

  {
                         
                                           

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited_dependent_variable
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulative_distribution_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_likelihood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_variable_model
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The use of the standard normal distribution causes no loss of 

commonness compared to using an arbitrary mean and standard deviation 

because adding a fixed amount to the mean can be amended by lessening the 

same amount from the check, and multiplying the standard deviation by a 

fixed amount can be amended by multiplying the weights by that same 

amount.  The relevant equation is as follows:

     |          |             |              |        

        |                                               

     |          

Naturally, the fixed mode is: 

   (    )                                         

4.1. Construction of the sample data 

In order to estimate the expected effects of Basel II on Iranian SMEs, the 

necessary data for the statistical analysis has been provided by a specialist 

bank of Iran. The original data set consists of approximately 1,637 firm-year 

observations spanning the time period 2012 to mid-2013. These have been 

extracted from the loan portfolio of all customers that had an exposure of less 

than €1 million (34 billion RLS) and those with less than €50 million (170 

billion RLS) in sales. Due to missing data items, we used the final data set 

of 1  492 small and medium size firms. To create the binomial dependent 

variable (default/no default), we observed the condition of each firm at the 

end of the next financial year. Following Basel II definition, only if the 

past due of the company was 90 or more days, was the result considered 

as a default.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_of_generality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_of_generality
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4.2. Selection of candidate variables 

The table below shows how the variables entered in the final model has been 

selected. In the first column, candidate‟s financial ratios, established by 

Basel II, which likely affected SMEs are listed. In the second column, the 

thirteen financial ratios (at least one for each accounting ratio category) that 

presented the highest accuracy between all of the candidate financial ratios 

are shown. In the third column, the variables entered in the     model are 

listed and grouped by their accounting ratio category. 

Finally, each of the selected ratios was studied from a credit risk point of 

view, testing its linearity and its behavior in predicting bankruptcy. All of 

them were consistent with our expectations and with those found in the 

literature (See Hayden, 2003, for a complete analysis of the most 

important accounting ratios and their expected behaviors in predicting 

bankruptcy). 

In this section, the Univariate Logarithmic Discriminatory power of each 

candidate ratio is studied. 

Table 3: Variables selection process 

Variables examined 
Variables manually 

selected 

Variables 

entered 

 in the model 

Accounting 

ratio 

category 

Short Term Debt/Equity 

(Book Value) 

Equity (Book Value)/Total 

Liabilities 

Liabilities/Total Assets 

Short Term 

Debt/Equity (Book 

Value) 

Liabilities/Total 

Assets 

Liabilities/Total 

Assets 
Leverage 

Cash/Total Assets 

Working Capital/ Total 

Assets 

Cash/Net sales 

Intangible/Total Assets 

Cash/Total Assets 

Working Capital/ 

Total Assets 

Cash/Net sales 

Cash/Total Assets 

Working Capital/ 

Total Assets 

Cash/Net sales 

Liquidity 
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Variables examined 
Variables manually 

selected 

Variables 

entered 

 in the model 

Accounting 

ratio 

category 

Ebit/Sales 

Ebitda/ Total Assets 

Net Income/Total Assets 

Retained Earnings/ Total 

Assets 

Net Income/Sales 

 

Ebit/Sales 

Retained Earnings/ 

Total Assets 

Net Income/Sales 

Ebit/ Sales Profitability 

 

Ebitda/Interest Expenses 
 

 

Ebit/Interest Expenses 

 

Ebit/Interest 

Expenses 

 

Coverage 
Ebit/Interest Expenses 

Sales/Total Assets 

Sales/Total Assets 

Receivable/Liabilities 

Sales/ Total 

Assets 
Activity 

Account Payable/Sales 

Account 

Receivable/Liabilities 

Facilities Facilities Facilities 

Export 

Oriented 

(Supplement) 
1 

SME (Accord Basel II) SME SME 
Endogenous 2 

Variables 

Note:  The general framework of this table is from Altman and Sabato (2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. In this survey, the loan limits used as a supplementary variable. the criteria for this 

selection was as bellow: 

    the companies that their received loans in one year was beyond average amount of loans for 

each SMS in the bank‟s credit portfolio got (1),  otherwise they got (0) value. 

2. Categorizing of SMEs was based on Basel II framework for specialized banks. According to it, SMEs 

with less than 1 Million Euro turnover grouped in SMEs as Corporate category, and SMEs with the 

turnover between 1– 50 Million Euro counted in Consolidated Group. 
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Chart 1: Univariate Logarithmic Analysis Selected Ratios 
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As one can see from the results in the Chart above, each of the variable 

categories is described as follows: Generally, regarding leverage ratios, a 

company that finances its assets through a higher proportion of equity should 

have a lower default probability or a higher rating. These relationships seem 

to make sense in all cases. For the rating data set, we can see that the ratio of 

Liabilities/Total Assets seems to offer the best discriminatory power, as 

there are a lot of points grouped on a straight descending line between 0 and 
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1. For the default data set, both liabilities and assets seem to be the best 

performers. For liquidity ratios, the expected relationship is also a positive 

one: a higher liquidity should lead to a lower default probability or a higher 

rating. For profitability ratios, the expected relationship is a positive one: a 

higher profitability should lead to a lower default probability or a 

higher rating.  

We can see that the global relationship between the ratio value and risk 

makes economic sense; for instance, the higher (Ebit / Sales) relates 

effectively to a lower average default rate and a better rating. Regarding 

coverage ratios, a company that produces cash flows that cover its financial 

debt many times should have a lower default probability or a higher rating. 

With activity ratios, in this model regarding company assets, these turnover 

ratios show the amount of the assets and the effect of circulation in the 

money earned  This comparison proves whether increases in assets have a 

relationship with increasing sales or not. Assuming that prices stay constant 

when production capacity will reach the firm‟s limits, this ratio will be 

reduced to its maximum level which will probably signal a reduction in the 

size of the company's activities. Reduction in total asset turnover can be 

considered as a warning sign.  

The ratio of facilities dedicated to long-term volume provided for export 

firms in the Export Development Bank depends on a number of factors. 

Regarding size variables (turnover), large firms may have a lower default 

probability or a higher rating. However, we have to be particularly careful 

when working with size variables, as they are especially sensitive to 

selection bias. Unlike ratios that are the result of a division, size indicators 

are absolute values. For various reasons, the collected databases may also be 

subjective, in the sense that the observations concerning large firms are 

different from those concerning small firms. For instance, one bias we can 

often encounter when working on a default data set is that default events 

relating to large firms are usually more notorious, more striking, and are 

more carefully recorded in the database than defaults on very small firms. 
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This can give an erroneous image of the relationship between default risk 

and size (this bias is less of an issue when working with ratios, as ratios of 

large firms are in principle not fundamentally different from those of small 

firms). We can see that all candidate ratios have some discriminatory power. 

Therefore, the developed model is shown as follows: 
 

           (    )

                                

                                        

                                

                             

(1) 

Table 4 shows the variables used in the Probit regression to develop the 

final model. 

Table 4:  List of Selected Variables 

Financial ratio Categoria 

+ Sales/Total Assets (Sales-TA) ACTIVITY 

+ Liabilities/Total Assets (TD-Tassets) LEVERAGE 

+ Ebit/Sales (EBIT-Sales) PROFITABILITY 

+ Cash/Net sales (LIQ-Sales) LIQUDITY 

+ Working Capital/Total Assets (WC-Tassets) LIQUDITY 

+ Cash/Total Assets (Cash-Tassets) LIQUDITY 

+ Fbit/Interest Expenses (FRIT-IF) COVERAGE 

+ Facilities Supplement 

+ SME ENDOGENOUS VARIBLE 

In the Iranian sample, there are 1 492 SMEs derived from the portfolio of 

a specialist sample bank of Iran. Approximately 19 financial ratios have 

been analyzed and 9 of them are considered the most important and 

predictive. These have been chosen to be featured in the Probit regression to 

develop the final model, which contains nine variables: one describing the 
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leverage structure, one the activity, one the coverage, one the supplement, 

one the profitability, and three for the liquidity condition of the firm. 

5. Model Performance 

The figure below shows the cumulative accuracy profile of the developed 

model. The curved line shows the performance of the model being evaluated 

in sketching the percentage of the default captured by the model at various 

percentages of the data set, in cases where the thin straight line below 

describes the naive case of random assignment of default probabilities. 

Hence, HR(C) is the hit rate for the cutoff C,    the total number of 

defaults in the sample, and H(C) the number of defaults correctly forecasted. 

We can therefore calculate an error measure:  

        
     

  
                                                                                            (2) 
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Additionally, FAR(C) is the false alarm rate for the cutoff C, NND the 

total number of non-defaulted firms in the sample, and F(C) is the number of 

non-defaulted firms that are classified in the bad firms.  

         
     

   
                                                                                  (3) 

Consequently, the model of predictive power is: 

  ∫                                                                       (4) 

5.1. Misclassification rates and model predictive power for 

BPR methodology 

Table 5 shows the misclassification rates and the predictive power (accuracy 

ratio) of the model developed using Probit regression methodology that was 

applied to the test sample fixing an arbitrary cut-off rate of 51 percent. The 

first row shows the type I error rate (false   rate for true    ), i.e. the 

percentage of defaulted firms classified as non-defaulted. In the second row, 

the type II error rate (false   rate for true   ) is illustrated. This rate 

represents the percentage of non-defaulted firms classified as defaulted. The 

third row shows the average accuracy of the model. 

Table 5: Primary Results 

16.44% Type I error rate (+) 

10.70% Type II error rate (-) 

94.43% Accuracy ratio (model predictive power) 

0.51 Cut-off (ROC Curve) 
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Table 6: Empirical Results on Effects of Risk-Weighted 

Assets in Basel II Capital Accord on SMEs 

Elasticity 

              

Marginal 

Effects 

          

Random-Effects 

(RE) 
Variables 

.354295 -.0688485 
.387878 

       

  | |        

Sales / Total 

                

5.857742 1.903257 
10.72255 

        

  | |        

Liabilities / Total 

                

-.1722984 -.1116171 
-.6288278 

        

  | |        

Ebit / 

                    

-.1487291 -.241084 
-1.358217 

        

  | |        

Cash / Net 

                

.339376 .4366597 
2.460051 

       

  | |        

Working Capital 

/ Total 

                 

.2004242 .8355409 
4.707264 

       

  | |        

Cash / Total 

                 

-.1045271 -3.60e-06 
.0000203 

        

  | |        

Ebit / Interest 

                  

-.3611973 -.189784 
-1.069204 

        

  | |        

                      

-.5220836 -.0998005 
-.5622552 

        

  | |        

                  

                 * 
  

 
+   

        

                     
            

-7.357318 

         

  | |        

Constant 
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As it is made clear in Table 6, there is a direct relationship between the 

size of SMEs and RWA. This means if the turnover of SMEs is smaller, their 

risk share in the Bank‟s credit portfolio will be lower. 

Table 7: Secondary Results on Advance-Internal Rating 

Based on New Capital Accord (Basel II) in SMEs 

Random-Effects (RE) Variables

-7.137848 

         

  | |       

                                          

                      

                       

       

Wald test of Exogeneity 

As shown in Table 7, Advance-Internal Rating Based on Basel II in 

SMEs is counted as an exogenous variable. The results show that if the 

ranking of a corporation in bank‟s credit portfolio improves, its risk share 

will be reduced in the distribution of risk for banks‟ credit portfolio. 

Because of significant variables and available elasticities, we aim  

to develop a model for identifying the export oriented SMEs 

default probability. 

The final model in order to evaluate the exporter small and medium 

enterprises‟ probability of default is shown below:  

Probit(y) = [f(x)]=7.357318+1.358217(LIQ-Sales)+1.069204(Facilities)+ 

0.6288278(EBIT-Sales)+0.5622552(SMEs Turnover)+0.0000203(EBIT-IE)- 

10.72255(TD-Tassets)-4.707264(Cash-Tassets)-2.460051(Wc-Tassets)- 

0.387878(Sales-TA)                                                                                      (5) 
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6. The effects of Basel II on SME exporters 

In this section, we describe the credit portfolio of a specialized bank based 

on the Basel II framework, according to the credit portfolio of our samples 

bank categorized in to four quartiles as in Table 8. 

Table 8: Empirical Results on Risk Weighted Assets 

Distribution in Bank´s Portfolio 

Risk classification (low risk – category 1 up to high risk – category 4)
RWA 

Distribution

4 3 2 1

> 75%
50%> 

75%

25%> 

50%
> 25% Risk-weighted Assets

0.00% 0.83% 2.48% 96.69%   1 million euro 1

7.61% 38.90% 38.79% 14.69%   1.01 up to   25 million euro 2

97.50% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00%   26 up to   50 million euro 3 
100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%   50 million euro 3

Chart 3: The Profile RWA Distribution in Bank’s Portfolio 

 

96.69% of the distribution of the RWA of bank‟s portfolio for customers 

with less than 1 million Euro turnover, are in first category (low risk), is 

made clear in Table (8) above. 
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7.  Conclusion 

In this study, we created a model for measuring the credit risk of small and 

medium size companies and on this basis, the activity‟s variables, leverage, 

profitability, liquidity, covering, complementary variable (extended 

facilities), and the size of companies had a significant effect on default. The 

leverage variables (total debt/total assets) and liquidity variables (liquidity/ 

total asset) had the highest effect and the variable of company size had the 

highest reverse effect among other variables. 

The Roc graph shows the acceptable accuracy of the model for 

forecasting default. On the other hand, on the basis of the designed model, 

the risk of all companies has been calculated and by applying “the advanced 

internal ranking model”, the Basel reserve capital of the companies was 

calculated. The necessary capital of small, medium and other companies 

were also compared. Accordingly, 96.69% of small companies were placed 

in the low credit risk portfolio. This explains the harmonious and 

counterbalanced relationship of Basel II capital obligations and the size of 

companies with the weighted asset risk (RWA). In other words, the smaller 

the size of the company, the less its risk share in credit portfolio will be. In 

addition, according to the obtained results, with the improvement of the 

ranking of the company, the company will have a lower share in bank risk 

portfolio.  

On this basis, according to the profile below, it is necessary to design 

specific credit scoring models for measuring these companies.

As the aim of Basel II Capital Accord was to improve Bank‟s risk 

management system, we can conclude that the probable impact of these 

regulations on export oriented SMEs was to increase the frequency of loans 

to this sector and raise the share of these groups of SMEs in Bank‟s credit 

portfolio. This will help financial institutions to create a protective shield 

(buffer) to minimize the risk in all areas which they are active in. 
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Profile 2: A Necessity of Constrained Expert Models 
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Abstract 

One of the most important methods employed to measure the market risk is 

value at risk calculation method. In this study, the value at risk of banks 

listed on the Tehran Stock Exchange and Over-the-counter (OTC) are 

calculated using parametric model, Monte Carlo simulation, historical 
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all listed banks in Iran. The results showed that the value at risk estimated 

by TSP and historical models is more accurate than the VaR estimated by 

Monte Carlo and GARCH models. TSP model and then historical model are 
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1. Introduction 

Institutions in economic activities and investment are mainly facing four 

types of risk: Credit risk, Operational risk, Liquidity risk and Market risk. 

Market risk or value at risk can be defined as the risk related to uncertainty 

in revenues of trading portfolio of a financial institution due to changes in 

the market conditions such as changes in asset prices, interest rates, market 

volatility and market liquidity. Market risk arises when a financial institution 

actively begins to buy or sell assets, liabilities and derivative bonds but not 

when it keeps them for long-term investment, financing and immunization. 

The effects of uncertain revenues can be measured in periods as short as one 

day or as long as one year. Furthermore, market risk can be defined as the 

amount of resources at risk or a proportion of an index Schwerter, 2011).  

Globalization as well as competition between banks justifies the overuse 

of financial innovations and also the increasing application of leverage to 

maintain profitability. Banks' tendencies towards complex derivatives and 

assessment problems lead to neglecting risk and concentration and 

consequently the realization of capital erosion (Nicolae and Alina, 2011). 

The revelation of banking system weaknesses following the global crisis as 

well as the significant increase of financial institutions' trade have drawn the 

attention of analysts and policy makers towards themselves. Since the 

market risk has a significant effect on the continuation of institutions 

financial activity, legislators have considered the market risk in determining 

the required capital level of financial institutions since 1998.  

The large commercial banks, investment banks, insurance companies and 

mutual funds have designed models for market risk measurement. The risk 

control computer models were first utilized in 1997 to protect the financial 

institutions against the severe market volatility resulted from the crash in the 

value of several currencies of Southeast Asian countries and the mentioned 

models had an appropriate performance in the assigned tasks (Nielsson, 

2009). Currently, the most common criterion of market risk measurement is 
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the value at risk. Value at risk is the maximum loss which might occur 

within a specific period of time and by taking into consideration a specific 

confidence level in a portfolio of assets. For instance, when it is said that the 

value at risk for an asset at confidence level of 99% is 10 million dollars 

daily, it means that only one day out of every 100 days that the business 

transaction is done, an average loss of above 10 million dollars will occur 

(Rogachev, 2007). Numerous studies measured the market risk. Most of 

them used value at risk criterion in order to measure the market risk (Sajjad 

and Gorji, 2012; Keshavarz and Samadi, 2009; Mohammadi et al., 2008). 

Several studies also emphasized better performance of value at risk in 

computing the market risk (Chang and Chang, 2013; Snoussi and El-Aroui, 

2012; Hwang et al., 2012, Berkowitz et al., 2011).  

In the present study, the market risk of banks listed on the Tehran Stock 

Exchange will be estimated using "value at risk" as the risk measurement 

scale. Therefore, the main question of the research is: What is the difference 

between the market risk position of the banks listed in Tehran Stock 

Exchange using parametric method and the banks using historical 

simulation, Monte Carlo simulation, and TSP distribution? 

2. Theoretical Framework 

Risks result from uncertainty about future. In all cases, risk refers to the 

situations in which there is less than 100% certainty. If an incident is 

obvious to happen it can't be called risky (Cooper et al., 2005). Value at risk, 

by definition, is the maximum loss which might occur within a specific 

period of time (usually one day) by taking into consideration a specific 

confidence level in a portfolio of assets. For instance, when it is said that the 

value at risk for an asset at confidence level of 99% is 10 million dollars 

daily, it means that only one day out of every 100 days that the business 

transaction is done, an average loss of above 10 million dollars will occur 

(Rogachev, 2007).  
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2.1. Value at risk estimation through Parametric Method  

In parametric approach, econometric methods are used for concurrent 

modeling of means and data and forecasting the volatilities of financial 

returns, and the mean value and conditional variance of the data are 

predicted. Critical values can be directly calculated by the predicted values 

and the value at risk can be calculated by using them. In a parametric 

approach, the historical data is used in order to compute the needed 

parameters of covariance approach such as the mean and standard deviation. 

The data is usually available. Also, in order to calculate VaR in this method, 

there is no need to know the value of individual assets in the portfolio. The 

only needed parameters are the standard deviation and correlation coefficient 

of the assets. Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity 

(GARCH) model which was presented by Bollerslev (1968) suggests that the 

conditional variance shows correlation not only with forecast errors or 

values of past shocks but also with its own pauses. The structure of a 

GARCH (p.q) model is as follows: 

r = μ +εt 

 
 

 
q

1i

p

1j

2
jtj

2
iti

2
t σβεαωσ  

P and q are the ranks of ARCH and GARCH processes, respectively.  rt 

is the asset returns and εt is a disturbance of the normal distribution. In this 

model, it is assumed that disturbing components have a normal distribution 

with the mean of zero and the variance of σ
2

t. All the parameters in this 

model are positive and there is the condition of α + β <1.  

2.2. Value at Risk estimation through Historical Simulation  

Historical simulation is the simplest non-parametric method that does not 

require assumptions about the probable distribution of the return on assets or 

financial assets, so this method has no model. In this approach, it is assumed 

that the behavior of the return on financial assets is similar to their past 
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behavior and the probability distribution of returns in the past is exactly the 

probability distribution of the future returns on financial assets and the price 

changes trend in the past will continue in the future. In other words, the 

changes of market parameters in the past will be evaluated and accordingly, 

the existing portfolio will be evaluated like previous changes and its risk will 

be calculated. The mentioned model is so that at first the portfolio 

components of the financial institution are determined and then the value of 

mentioned portfolio is calculated based on market prices in the previous day. 

The aforementioned calculations are repeated for each of previous N days. 

Finally, the calculated values are sorted in ascending order and, based on the 

desired error level, the value at risk is calculated according to the historical 

data. For example, if the value of portfolio is calculated for the last 500 days 

and the error level is 5%, then the twenty-fifth calculated value is assumed to 

be the lowest value of the portfolio in question and according to the 

historical experience we now know that only in 5% of the time the portfolio 

value will be lower than the stated value (Dowd, 2005).   

2.3. Value at Risk estimation through Monte Carlo Method 

The second nonparametric method which is used to calculate value at risk is 

Monte Carlo method.  This method is similar to the historical simulation in 

some ways. In this method the assumption of normal distribution of returns 

is not mandatory. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulation, like historical 

simulation, covers the portfolios consisting of the trade option and the other 

tools whose values are as a non-linear function of market factors. Unlike 

historical simulation, Monte Carlo simulation approach does not use 

historical information; in this method, future changes are anticipated by 

using stochastic processes and a large number of simulated samples that are 

produced by computer. Monte Carlo simulation steps for calculating value at 

risk include: 
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1. Setting probability processes and process parameters for financial 

variables  

2. Hypothetical simulation of price for all applied variables using 

random numbers process; hypothetical price changes are obtained 

via the simulation of specified distributions 

3. Calculation and determination of asset prices or financial assets at 

time t and return on assets via the simulated prices and calculation of 

the value of investment portfolio 

4. Repeating steps 2 and 3 a lot of times, for instance 1000 or 10000 

times in order to form the probability distribution of portfolio value 

5. Measurement of value at risk at the confidence level of (1 - α) from 

the simulated distribution of returns at time t (Crouhy et al., 2001). 

2.4. Value at Risk estimation through TSP Method  

The cumulative function of TSP power distribution is as follows: 
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The above distribution parameters are estimated in order to estimate the 

value at risk, by means of TSP distribution for the monthly rate differences. 

Then, simulation is done based on the estimated parameters and, finally, the 

value at risk will be computed.  

3. Literature Review 

Shahmoradi and Zanganeh (2007) calculated the value at risk for the major 

indices of Tehran Stock Exchange using the parametric method. The results 
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of VaR estimation indicate the importance of considering the wide 

distribution of sequence data; meanwhile, the risk assessment model is less 

sensitive to the type of probability distribution function in general, the 

indices of price and cash returns, industry, and 50 more active companies 

have less VaR than other indices. Mohammadi et al. (2008) calculated 

parametric VaR using conditional volatility model in Tehran Stock 

Exchange. The results show that one-day and ten-day VaR estimation using 

leptokurtic distributions is more accurate. Sajad and Gorji (2012) estimated 

the value at risk using the bootstrap sampling method. In this research, 

Historical Simulation model (HS) and Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS) 

have been reviewed as well in order to compare the results of applying the 

correct process. Ghalibaf Asl and Karimi (2012) investigated the sheer 

pricing of liquidity, size, value and risk of the market in Tehran Stock 

Exchange. The results indicated that there was a significant relationship 

between the excess returns on the market, firm size, and stock returns. There 

was no significant relationship between book to market equity ratio 

(BE/ME) and stock transaction turnover and stock return. In other words, 

only market risk and firm size are priced by market. Raei and Amery (2012) 

presented the financial risk assessment model of LNG projects. In this study, 

in order to consider the effects of cash flow volatility on project profitability, 

new risk indices are proposed for evaluating projects. Project cash flows 

have been estimated based on costs and revenue information in an LNG 

project. Then, using the distribution of rice price and rate of foreign loans 

interest and distribution of net present value has been determined through 

the Monte Carlo simulation during the useful life of project and accordingly, 

the distribution of profitability and value at risk assessment and the 

expected shortfall. 
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In a research Marimoutou et al. (2009) showed that conditional final 

value theorem and FHS method have provided significant improvement 

compared to the conventional methods.  

Meybodi and Mir Fakhrodini (2010) investigated the investment risk in 

several automobile manufacturing companies. The effect of volatilities of 

stock value in each company on the VaR was investigated using the samples 

of 2004 and Monte Carlo simulation model. The results show that the stock 

price has the highest volatility in Pars Car Manufacturing Company and the 

lowest volatility in Saipa Company and consequently, the effect of 

volatilities on the value at risk is more in the stock of Pars Car 

Manufacturing Company than Saipa. 

  Soltani and Homei (2009) studied TSP distribution. The results of the 

study have introduced a new class of discrete distributions.   

Berkowitz et al., (2011) assessed the value at risk models. In his study, 

new evidence on the profit and loss and also the forecast of VaR was 

obtained from a large international trade bank. Moreover, different models 

were compared via Monte Carlo simulation. 

  Snoussi and El-Aroui (2012) examined the use of VaR in newly 

opened markets and investigated how the specific features of those markets 

affect the calculation of value at risk. The results of the value at risk indicate 

that it will have a better performance in newly developed markets.  

Berkowitz et al. (2011) assessed the value at risk models. In his study, 

new evidence on the profit and loss and also the forecast of VaR was 

obtained from a large international trade bank. Moreover, different models 

were compared via Monte Carlo simulation. 

Chang and Chang (2013) optimized the portfolio selection under the 

criteria of the mean risk of variance, semi-variance, variance and skewness, 

mean absolute deviation, using genetic algorithm and drew the efficient 

border in each case for the collected data from various stock markets and 

showed that this algorithm can properly optimize the portfolio selection 

under different risk criteria. 
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4. Materials and Methods  

In this research the inferential analysis is used for testing the hypotheses, and 

the value at risk of banks listed in Tehran Stock Exchange is calculated using 

parametric model, Monte Carlo simulation, historical simulation, and TSP 

distribution. The studied population includes the banks listed in Tehran 

Stock Exchange. The research area includes the listed bank involving Iran 

Saderat Bank, Parsian  Bank, Sina Bank, Egtesad-e Novin Bank, Kar Afarin 

Bank, Ansar Bank, Tejarat Bank, Mellat Bank, Iran Zamin Bank, Sarmaye 

Bank, Ayande Bank, Middle East Bank, Hekmat Iranian Bank, Tourism 

Bank, TAT Bank, Dey Bank, Pasargad Bank.  

The research hypotheses are postulated as follows: 

H1: It is possible to compare the market risk recognition ability by 

different models in listed banks in the Tehran Stock Exchange. 

H2: It is possible to calculate value at risk using parametric method, 

Monte Carlo simulation, historical simulation and TSP distribution. 

H3: It is possible to calculate the expected value using Parametric 

method, Monte Carlo simulation, Historical simulation and TSP distribution. 

To analyze the data, different kinds of software such as Matlab, Excel, 

SPSS, Eviews and Maple were used. Descriptive and inferential methods 

were used in the research. Market risk will be estimated using the value at 

risk, and the expected shortfall will be recognized using the models which 

are applied in risk management including Parametric model, Monte Carlo 

and Historical simulation. After modeling, "pretest model" will be performed 

through Cupic ratio tests and other relevant tests. Therefore, the value at risk 

can be defined as: 

If                                           rt = log (pt p t−1) 

                                          P(r ≤ VaR (α, k)) =1−α

Pt and rt indicate the price and the return on assets at time t, respectively. A 

is the confidence level and k is the time period for which the value at risk is 

calculated. According to the definition made by Jorion (2000) with the 
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assumption that the expected return is zero, value at risk calculation based on 

a normal distribution will be as follows:  

 ta

n

t
ˆzVaR  

zα represents α percentile of the left trail of standard normal distribution.   

The following four methods have been used in the research in order to 

calculate value at risk: 

    1. Parametric method 

    2. Historical simulation method 

    3. Monte Carlo simulation method  

    4. TSP distribution 

Each one of the methods has some advantages on one hand, and some 

disadvantages on the other hand. Their accuracy in estimation of value at 

risk is studied in this research. 

  

-Testing Hypothesis  

The studied time series data indicate that the value at risk for the banks in 

question had a lot of volatilities during the time period of 2003 to 2010 and 

then it moved towards uniformity.  

The normality of the desired data is confirmed according to Diagram (2).  

After reviewing the descriptive statistics of available data, the market 

risk recognition ability by different models will be investigated and 

compared. 

When it is said that the value at risk for an asset at confidence level of 

95% and the period of one day  is 11 million dollars, it means that in 

average, one day out of every 20 days a loss of above 11 million dollars 

might occur in the invested assets portfolio in case of the market volatilities. 
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Figure 1: Data trend 

 

     
- Data Description 

Descriptive statistics for research data are reported in Table (1). 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for rt Variable 

Jarque-Bera statistics 0. 565252  Mean 0.007409 

Probability 0.753801  
Maximum value 

 
0.217829 

Total 0.859431  
Minimum value 

 
-0.34267 

Total square error 0.576371  Standard deviation 0.070795 
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Figure 2: Data Diagram 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Value at Risk Estimation 
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-Value at Risk Estimation through Parametric Method   

In this research, the GARCH type of parametric model including GARCH 

(1.1) models will be investigated to explain the behavior of the mean and 

conditional variance of value at risk.  

 
-Time Series Reliability Test 

In the GARCH methodology, the reliability of the applied time series is  

very important. In this study the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF)  

and Phillips Perron test at significance level of 5% have been used to 

test the time series reliability. The results of the above test are shown 

in Table 2. 

Table 2: The Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test 

(ADF) and Philips Perron Test (PP) 

-3.48806 Critical value1

-8.23784PP Test Statistic -2.88673 Critical value 5

-2.58028 Critical value10

-3.48806 Critical value1

-8.11975ADF Test Statistic -2.88673 Critical value 5

-2.58028 Critical value10

 

As it is observed in Table 2, both ADF and PP tests at different 

confidence levels (90% to 99%) confirm the time series reliability (Absolute 

value of the desired statistic is greater than the absolute critical values).  

 
-Lagrange Multiplier Test (LM) 

In order to ensure the existence of ARCH effect in the selected time series 

the phenomenon was examined using the Lagrange Multiplier test. The null 

hypothesis of the test indicates the absence of ARCH effect on the financial 
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data. Rejection of this hypothesis means the approval of opposing hypothesis 

and the presence of ARCH effect in time series data. The following table 

displays the Lagrange multiplier test for identification of ARCH effects. 

Table 3: The Results of Lagrange Multiplier Test 

Heteroskedasticity Test: ARCH 

F-statistic 0.015607 Prob. F(1,113) 0.9008 

Obs*R-squared 0.015881 Prob. Chi-square(1) 0.8997 

 

Since the probabilities related to the F statistic and also R
2
 in the above 

table is more than 0.05, the null hypothesis in this test about the absence of 

ARCH effect is rejected and the opposing hypothesis is confirmed. It is quite 

obvious that the confirmation of opposing hypothesis means the presence of 

ARCH effect.   

 
-Estimation of Volatilities Index by Means of GARCH Model 

After ensuring the presence of Auto-regressive Conditional 

Heteroskedasticity or ARCH effect in the desired time series, the standard 

model of GARCH (1, 1) for the time series at the desired interval will be 

estimated. The sum of estimated ARCH and GARCH coefficients which are 

known as α and β respectively indicates the volatility rate in time series. The 

output of Eviews software is displayed in Table (4).  

After the estimation of GARCH (1, 1) model, the volatilities index for 

the VAR measurement can be obtained by the following equation: 

   
 = 0.000109 + 0.259843     

 + 0.789556     
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Table 4: GARCH (1, 1) Model 

Dependent Variable: RT 

Method: ML - ARCH (Marquardt) - Normal distribution 

Pre-sample variance: Back-cast (parameter = 0.7) 

GARCH = C(2) + C(3)*RESID(-1)^2 + C(4)*GARCH(-1) 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob. 

C 0.004167 0.005886 0.707936 0.479 

Variance Equation 

C 0.000109 0.000126 0.862707 0.3883 

RESID(-1)^2 0.259843 0.091798 2.830596 0.0046 

GARCH(-1) 0.789556 0.041896 18.84582 0 

 

In the next step, the value at risk is estimated based on the obtained 

volatilities index. In order to estimate the volatilities index (  ) via the 

GARCH model, the time series data for the years 2003 to 2007 are 

considered as the base data and the volatilities index (  ) for the years 2008 

to 2012 will be estimated. Finally, the value at risk is measured according to 

the mentioned formula by means of GARCH model and with the estimated 

parameters. The Expected Shortfall for different levels of confidence is 

calculated by means of SPSS software as displayed in the following table: 

Table 5: Value at Risk and the Expected Shortfall Using 

GARCH Model 

Confidence levels 95% 97.5% 99% 99.9% 

Value at Risk 1.4080 1.5964 1.9260 2.99025

Expected Shortfall (ES  1.78342 1.97342 2.25479 2.9930 
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Figure 4: Comparison of Normal Distribution and Value at 

Risk Distribution via GARCH Model 

 
 

The identified amount of VaR in the above feature indicates the 

maximum loss that might occur in the assets portfolio at a time period of one 

day at confidence level of 95%. Considering the above diagram, it is obvious 

that the accuracy of GARCH model in comparison with normal distribution 

in estimation of value at risk is not very satisfactory. 

  

-Value at Risk Estimation through Monte Carlo Simulation  

Monte Carlo simulation is one of the non-parametric methods for calculation 

of value at risk and lack of limitation in normal probability distribution of 

return on assets or linear relationship between market risk and value of 

assets are some of its features. In this section the performance of Monte 

Carlo simulation technique in calculation of value at risk is examined. 

Application of an appropriate process for producing a random sample in 

Monte Carlo technique is particularly important and the research objectives 

and data distribution method determine the generation trend of random 
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numbers. In the first step, Monte Carlo simulation determined the process 

parameters for financial variables and then the hypothetical price was 

simulated based on Monte Carlo method using normal distribution and it was 

repeated 1000 times. Finally, the value at risk was measured based on the 

simulated distribution for one simulation at the confidence level available in 

Table (6).  

Table 6: Value at Risk and Expected Shortfall by Means of 

Monte Carlo Simulation 

Confidence levels 95% 97.5% 99% 99.9% 

Value at Risk 0.12679 0.15786 0.20059 0.26013

Expected Shortfall (ES) 0.14529 0.17536 0.21008 0.26020 

 

Figure 5: Volatility Diagram of the Model Simulated by 

Monte Carlo Method 
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Figure 6: Histogram of Data Simulated by Monte Carlo Method 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of Normal Distribution and 

Distribution of Simulated Data by Monte Carlo Method 
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With regard to Table 7, the accuracy of Monte Carlo method in 

estimation of value at risk is not very high. 

  

-Value at Risk Estimation through Historical Simulation 

Historical simulation method does not consider a specific assumption about 

the distribution of market factors changes for the estimation of value at risk 

and is not based on the linear approximation. This method assumes that 

probability changes distribution of market factors for the next period is 

similar to the observed distribution in the last N periods. Using the Jark 

Braw statistic and its probability level in Eviews software it was identified 

that the distribution of asset return data from 2003 to 2012 was normal. 

Therefore, historical simulation of data was done by means of this 

distribution. The normal distribution function is: 
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The mean of 0.007409 and standard deviation of 0.018405 are 

considered for historical simulation by means of normal distribution of 

research data. 

According to normal distribution, the value at risk of this period is 

calculated in different crouches by means of the following equation: 

        

 

√ 
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Value at risk is estimated for different crouches by means of historical 

simulation method as follows: 

Table 7: Value at Risk and Expected Shortfall via Historical 

Simulation 

Confidence levels 95% 97.5% 99% 99.9% 

Value at Risk 0.02004 0.02676 0.04026 0.05497

Expected Shortfall (ES  0.03170 0.03629 0.04834 0.06224 

According to the Diagram (10) the accuracy of historical method in 

estimation of value at risk is slightly more than the normal distribution.  
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Figure 9: Histogram of Data Simulated by Historical Method 

 

Figure 10: Comparison of Normal Distribution and 

Distribution of Simulated Data by Historical Method 
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Value at Risk Estimation through TSP Distribution  

Figure (11) is related to the time series of the main data. 

  
Monthly rate difference histogram is like diagram 13: 

Figure 13: Monthly Rate Differed Histogram 
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    Two-sided power distribution is defined as follows: 
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The high distribution parameters for monthly rate difference are 

estimated as follows: 

                                  

    By using these estimations, the two-sided power distribution diagram 

is drawn in Diagram 14: 

Figure 14: Two-sided Power Distribution 

 
 

By means of monthly rate difference data, normal distribution 

parameters are estimated as in Diagram (15); (the distribution diagram is 

also drawn): 

 ̅                   
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Figure 15: Normal Distribution 

 

All the graphs are drawn in similar image for comparison. Clearly, the 

accuracy of two-sided power distribution is very high.  
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The value at risk estimated by different models of GARCH, Historical 

simulation, Monte Carlo simulation, and TSP distribution at different 

confidence levels are as follows: 

Table 8: Comparison of Value at Risk Estimated by Four 

Methods Used in the Research 

Confidence levels 95% 97.5% 99% 99.9% 

Value at Risk in GARCH model 1.4080 1.5964 1.9260 2.99025

Value At Risk in Monte Carlo 

simulation 

0.12679 0.15786 0.20059 0.26013

Value At Risk in Historical 

Simulation 

0.02004 0.02676 0.04026 0.05497

Value At Risk TSP distribution 0.001669 0.001666 0.001679 0.001733

 

According to the amounts of value at risk estimated by the four methods, 

it is clear that the accuracy of TSP distribution is more than the other ones 

(because it has lower value at risk) and then Historical simulation, Monte 

Carlo, and GARCH are placed, respectively.   

 
-Kolmogorov Smirnov Test to Assess the Accuracy of Methods 

In order to assess the accuracy of the four applied methods in the research, 

Kolmogorov Smirnov test or Chi-square test (goodness of fit) can be used. 

Since the data in the research are continuous, the Kolmogorov Smirnov test 

has been used to assess the normality of data.   

Null hypothesis: Data distribution is normal. 

Opposite hypothesis: Data distribution is not normal. 

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

Given the value of significance level (Asymp. Sig) which is more than 

0.05 for TSP, Monte Carlo, and Historical methods, the distribution of 
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simulated data by the three methods follows the normal distribution. 

However, as the significance level of GARCH method (Asymp. Sig) is less 

than 0.05, the null hypothesis that the data distribution is normal is rejected 

and the opposite hypothesis that the data distribution is not normal 

is accepted. Thus, the accuracy of GARCH method is less than the other 

three ones.  

Table 9: The Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

TSP GARCH 
Historical 

Simulation 

Monte 

Carlo 

999 999 999 999 N 

0.01543297 -0.0227537 -0.01060286 0.010044504 Mean 

0.07046456 0.626423 0.01814433 0.070701356 
Std. 

Deviation 

0.019 0.125 0.020 0.028 Test Statistic

0.250 0.000 0.200 0.200 
Asymp. Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

5. Conclusion and Suggestions 

Risk is an integral part of economic activities and all economic institutions 

and enterprises are faced with a wide range of risks. Among the risks that 

financial institutions are facing, market risk is the most important one and its 

share in the bankruptcy of an economic enterprise is very high and 

significant. The importance of the market risk is because of the extreme 

diversity of its causes.  

        In general, market risk arises from changes in financial assets rates, 

commodities rates, exchange rates, interest rates, etc. in the markets of 

capital, commodity, exchange, and money. Among the financial risks, 

market risk is a relatively new subject and its recognition traces back to the 

1980s, after the inventions and innovations in the world financial markets. 

Today, there are many different methods for calculating assets VaR as 
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individual and portfolio of assets and all of them can be categorized in three 

general groups of parametric method, simulation, and artificial intelligence. 

Among the mentioned methods, the majority of studies have been done on 

parametric method.  

        In this study four methods including Parametric, Historical simulation, 

Monte Carlo simulation, and TSP distribution were compared for estimation 

of value at risk.  The methods were based on the assumption that changes in 

market risk factor were normally distributed. The findings of the research 

indicate that at different confidence levels all four methods have appropriate 

and reliable credit for the measurement of value at risk. However, TSP 

distribution and Historical simulation are more accurate than the other two 

methods in term of their prediction ability. Therefore, with regard to suitable 

and reliable credit of TSP distribution and Historical simulation in predicting 

the market risk, it is suggested that portfolio managers in companies and 

investment funds make use of aforementioned modes as daily, weekly, and 

or monthly to estimate the probable maximum loss of their portfolio and take 

the necessary measure to protect their portfolio from such losses. 

Furthermore, due to the lack of information transparency in Tehran Stock 

Exchange, it is suggested to use other models of GARCH such as EGARCH 

and IGARCH to evaluate the effect of asymmetric information on volatilities 

of Tehran Stock Exchange index. So far, there is no optimal method for 

determining the threshold of value at risk calculation; therefore, it is 

suggested to establish a method to determine the threshold value, optimally.  

      The methods described in this research were based on the assumption 

that changes in market risk factors were normally distributed, but 

experiences have shown that the distribution of market returns have thicker 

tails and higher elongation than the normal distribution in general. Thus, it is 

recommended to generalize the methods discussed in the research to the 

changes in risk factors with thick-tailed distributions such as multivariate t-

distribution and also the jumps in underlying assets.  
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 اس استفادٌ با تُزان بُادار ايراق بًرس بُیىٍ سُام سبذ اوتخاب

 بذتزیه  ي شذٌ تفىیه شزطی، ریسه معزض در ارسش معیارَای

 ریسه معزض در ارسش يضعیت

  فیريزجایی دبیا باقر

مُرآرا محسه
 ي 

محمذی شاپًر
 

 چکیذٌ

 هؼاط   زض اضظـ هؼیاضّاای  هثٌای تط تْیٌِ ؾْام ؾثس اًتراب ضٍیىطز اضائِ تِ همالِ ایي
 هؼاط   زض اضظـ ٍضاؼی   تاسرطیي  ،(CVaR) ضیؿاه  هؼط  زض اضظـ ،(VaR) هضیؿ

ِ  ًیاع  ٍ (PVaR) قسُ رفىیه ضیؿه هؼط  زض اضظـ ٍ (WVaR) ضیؿه  ایاي  هحاؾاث
ِ  هؿاائل  چٌایي  حل تطای ضیاضی ّای ضٍـ. پطزاظز هی ضیؿه هؼیاضّای  تاا  ؾااظی  تْیٌا

ِ . تاقاس  های  پیچیاسُ  ٍ هكاىل  ظیااز  ّاای  زاضایی رؼساز  ضٍـ رلفیاك  اظ زلیال  ّوایي  تا
ِ  اٍظاى رؼیایي  تاطای  (GA) غًتیاه  الگاَضیتن  تا (PSO) شضات اجتواع ؾاظی تْیٌِ  تْیٌا
ِ  اٍظاى ًتاای  . قَز هی اؾتفازُ ّا زاضایی ِ  زّاس  های  ًكااى  تْیٌا  زض هاصوَض  الگاَضیتن  وا
 آظهاَى  رحلیل اؾاؼ تط. زّس هی اضائِ رطی زلیك ّای ذطٍجی غًتیه، الگَضیتن تا همایؿِ
 ضیؿاه  هؼاط   زض اضظـ ٍ ضیؿه هؼط  زض اضظـ ٍضؼی  تسرطیي هؼیاضّای تاظذَضز،
ِ  اؾا   حاالی  زض ایاي  ٍ وٌٌاس  های  تاطآٍضز  حس اظ تیف ضا ضیؿه همساض قسُ، رفىیه  وا

 تطآٍضزّااای قااط ی ضیؿااه هؼااط  زض اضظـ ٍ ضیؿااه هؼااط  زض اضظـ هؼیاضّااای

 

 


 


هسیطی زاًكیاض  
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 تْاازاض  اٍضاق تاَضؼ  ّاای  قطو  اظ ای هجوَػِ. زٌّس هی زؾ  تِ ضیؿه اظ رطی زلیك
 .اؾ  قسُ گطفتِ ًظط زض رجطتی رحلیل تطای هَضزی هطالؼِ ػٌَاى تِ رْطاى

 غًتیه، الگَضیتن ضیؿه، هؼط  زض اضظـ ؾْام، ؾثس ؾاظی تْیٌِ: کلیذی ياشگان
 HGAPSO  ضٍـ

 JEL : G10, G11, G19بىذی  طبقٍ
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 0790-3102تحلیل ویفیت رشذ التصادی در ایزان طی ديرٌ  

حسیه باستاوساد
  

محمذ يلی پًر پاشا

 

 چکیذٌ

ّای رطویثی ؾاذتاضی ٍ  ؤلفِثیط زٍ گطٍُ اظ هأقاذص ویفی  ضقس التصازی رح  ر

ؾاظز.  ضلاتتی ضا هحمك هی-سف ضقس پایساضلفِ ؾاذتاضی ّتاقس. هؤ اجتواػی هی

فطاّن ظًسگی ضا ؾطح ّوچٌیي، ضقس التصازی ظهیٌِ اضرماء ذسهات اجتواػی ٍ 

ّای  هرتلف )اٍظاى هؤلفِؾاظز. اگطچِ ویفی  ضقس التصازی تط اؾاؼ اٍظاى  هی

هرتلف ویفی  ضقس التصازی  ّای قسُ، اها ضًٍس قاذصؾاذتاضی ٍ اجتواػی( هحاؾثِ 

ّای پطاوٌسگی هثتٌی تط ؾٌاضیَّای هرتلف زالل  تط اؾتحىام ًتای  زاضز.  ٍ قاذص

لفِ ویفی  ضقس ٍ هتغیطّای رَضیحی )ظیطترف( هؤؿتگی هیاى قاذص ضطیة ّوث

اجتواػی تیاًگط ضاتطِ هثث  هیاى ویفی  ضقس تا ًؿث  ثث  ًام زض هساضؼ، زضآهس 

زاضز. ًتای  آظهَى هسل  ؾطاًِ ٍ ّعیٌِ ػوَهی آهَظـ ٍ تْساق  )ؾْن زض تَزجِ زٍل (

ُ زٍل  ٍ رضؼیف ویفی  ضقس التصازی تا افعایف اًساظجوؼی تطزاضی زالل  تط  ّن

ػل  هاّی  ِ واّف اضظـ هلی پَل زاضز. ّوچٌیي قطایط رَضهی التصاز ایطاى )ت

رَضهی فضای التصاز والى ایطاى( ٍ زضجِ تاظ تَزى التصاز تا ویفی  ضقس التصازی ضاتطِ 
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زضصس  44زّس. جولِ رصحیح ذطای هسل هَضز آظهَى، زالل  تط جصب  ّوؿَ ًكاى هی

ضُ زاضز. زض ّویي ضاؾتا، پاؾد قاذص ویفی  ضقس ّای وَراُ هست زض ّط زٍ قَن

وِ  ّای ًطخ اضظ ٍ اًساظُ زٍل  هٌفی، پایساض ٍ ًعٍلی تَزُ زض حالی التصازی تِ قَن

  تاقس. پاؾد ویفی  ضقس تِ قَن زضجِ تاظ تَزى التصاز پایساض ٍ هثث  هی

 ویفی  ضقس، ًواگطّای ؾاذتاضی، ًواگطّای اجتواػیياشگان کلیذی: 

 JEL :O40, O55, I10 , I20 , I32ذی بى طبقٍ
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 (DSGE مذل مذیزیت دارایی ي بذَی ي شًن پًلی ) مذل

 

 اعظم احمدیان

 مهشید شاهچرا

 چکیذٌ

ّای ظیازی ضا تطای  ّا، چالف ّا زض رطاظًاهِ تاًه ّا ٍ تسّی ػسم رطاتك ؾطضؾیس زاضایی
وٌٌس، ایجاز اؾتفازُ هی  ّاّایی وِ اظ ضٍـ ؾٌتی تطای ثث  اضظـ زفتطی زاضایی تاًه
ّا  وٌس وِ ػسم رطاتك ٍضؼی  زاضایی ّا ضا ركَیك هیًوایس. تاًه هطوعی وكَض تاًه هی

قسُ ٍ ًمف  ّای ذطز تٌا ّا ضا تِ حسالل تطؾاًٌس. ایي همالِ تط اؾاؼ پایِ ٍ تسّی
زّس. تِ ّویي  ًكاى هی DSGEهسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی ضا زض قثىِ تاًىی ٍ زض هسل 

ّا زض ّای هلی ٍ رطاظًاهِ تاًه ٍ آهاض حؿاب تطای تطآٍضز پاضاهتطّا عیيتیهٌظَض، اظ ضٍـ 
زّس، ؾیاؾ  پَلی اًمثاضی،  اؾتفازُ قسُ اؾ . ًتای  ًكاى هی 1841- 2013زٍضُ 

زّس. اظ  طف زیگط، افعایف زض شذیطُ لاًًَی  ّعیٌِ هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی ضا واّف هی
قسُ ٍ قَن رىٌَلَغی هٌجط تِ واّف یعایف ّعیٌِ هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّتاػث اف

قَز. ّعیٌِ هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی تط ًطخ تْطُ اثط  ّعیٌِ هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی هی
وِ افعایف زض ّعیٌِ هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی تاػث افعایف ًطخ تْطُ  زاضز. تِ  َضی

 قَز. هی

 اؾ  پَلیّای هالی، ؾیّا، هسیطی  زاضایی ٍ تسّی، قَنتاًهياشگان کلیذی: 

 JEL :E31, O42بىذی طبقٍ

  
 


 azam_ahmadyan@yahoo.comپػٍّكگط پػٍّكىسُ پَلی ٍ تاًىی،   


 تاًىی ٍ پَلی پػٍّكىسُ ت ػلویأػضَ ّی  
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 الضزب در ایزان: چارچًبتخمیه مىحىی الفز حك

  C-meansی فاسبىذی خًشٍ

 

علیرضا عرفاوی
 و 

 سًلماز صفری
 

 چکیذٌ

ّای هؿتمین ٍ تطای زٍل  زٍ هٌثغ جْ  افعایف زضآهس ٍجَز زاضز. هٌثغ اٍل هالیات

پَل تاقس. هٌاتغ حمیمی وِ زٍل  اظ  طیك اًحصاضـ تط چاج الضطب هیزیگطی حك

قَز. ّسف اظ ایي همالِ تطضؾی ٍ تطآٍضز هی الضطب قٌاذتِػٌَاى حكِ آٍضز، تزؾ  هیِ ت

ّای اذص قسُ الضطب زض التصاز ایطاى، تا اؾتفازُ اظ زازُهٌحٌی الفط تطای زضآهسّای حك

تاقس. جْ  ًیل تِ ایي ّسف، هی 1380-1354اظ ؾای  تاًه هطوعی ٍ زض فاصلِ ظهاًی 

ای زض ٍ ضٍیىطز راواگی ؾَگٌَ وِ واضتطز گؿتطزُ C-means یفاظتٌسی اظ ذَقِ

ایي ضٍـ هحاؾثاری زض تطذَضز تا   اؾ .ؾاظی ٍ ؾیؿتن فاظی زاضز، اؾتفازُ قسُ هسل

ّای رجطتی پػٍّف وٌس. یافتِالؼازُ ػول هیذطی زض اتؼاز تاال تؿیاض فَقّای غیط هسل

ػثاضری زیگط یه ِ ّای ایطاى اؾ ، تزازُ حاوی اظ ٍجَز یه هٌحٌی الفط اؾتاًساضز تطای

الضطب ٍ ًطخ رَضم تطای التصاز ایطاى زض زٍضُ ظهاًی هَضز ذطی تیي حكضاتطِ غیط

 هطالؼِ ٍجَز زاضز.

 اؾتطج، ایطاىالضطب، ضٍیىطز راواگی ؾَگٌَ، ؾیؿتن فاظی، تَتحك کلمات کلیذی:

 JEL:  E43; E52; E62بىذی  طبقٍ

 
زاًكیاض گطٍُ التصاز زاًكگاُ ؾوٌاى aerfani@semnan.ac.ir 
زاًكجَی زوتطا ػلَم التصازی زاًكگاُ ؾوٌاىsafari.solmaz@yahoo.com  
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 َای ز شزوتب 3ای بالسزمایٍتاثیز چارچًب 

 متًسط ي وًچه صادراتی:
 َای متًسط ي وًچه صادراتیبزرسی تجزبی گزيَی اس شزوت

 

پًریا بغذادی
 

اکبری احمذ 
 

علی حسه زادٌ
 

سیذ مرتضی رکايت
  

زادٌ حصاریفرَاد تقی 
 

  

 

 چکیذٌ

ّای هتَؾط ٍ وَچه صازضاری زّی تِ قطو ّسف اظ ایي هطالؼِ تطضؾی ضاتطِ تیي ٍام

تاطای اٍلایي تااض زض ؾیؿاتن تاًىاساضی       2 ای تالٍ تِ واض تطزى چاضچَب لَاًیي ؾطهایِ

زضصاس،   68/86ّای وَچه صازضاری تِ هیاعاى  تاقس. ًتای  ًكاى زاز وِ قطو ایطاى هی

گیطًس. ایاي اثثاات یاه    زض زؾتِ ذیلی ون ضیؿه پطرفَی اػتثاضی تاًه هصوَض لطاض هی

( زض چااضچَب  RWAّا )ضاتطِ هتَاظى ٍ ؾاظگاض ضا تیي ؾیؿتن رَظیغ ضیؿه ٍظى زاضایی

ّاایی تاا ؾاایع    زّس. تِ تیاى زیگط، قاطو  ّا رَضیح هیٍ اًساظُ قطو  2ای تالؾطهایِ

 

 پػٍّكگط التصازی زاًكىسُ التصاز زاًكگاُ ؾیؿتاى ٍ تلَچؿتاى 


 ٍ تلَچؿتاى ؿتاىیزاًكگاُ ؾاؾتاز تاظضگاًی   


 ػضَ ّیات ػلوی زاًكگاُ آظاز اؾالهی  


 ازاضُ هسیطی  ضیؿه هَؾؿِ رَؾؼِ التصازی آؾیا ئیؽض  


 ی آؾیا هَؾؿِ رَؾؼِ التصازاؾتازیاض زاًكىسُ التصاز زاًكگاُ ویَ زض غاپي ٍ ووه هحمك ضئیؽ   



 … ريی 1ای بالثیر چارچًب سرمایٍأت 088

 

اظ ؾْن ضیؿىی ووتطی زض پطرفَی اػتثاضی تطذَضزاض ذَاٌّس تَز. ػالٍُ  وَچىتط هتؼالثاً

ظا، ّاط چاِ ضرثاِ    زؾ  آهسُ اظ ضگطؾیَى پطٍتی  تا ػاهل تاطٍى ِ ت تط ایي، هطاتك تا ًتای 

قطوتی زض پطرفَی تاًه تْثَز یاتس، قطو  اظ ؾْن ضیؿاه ووتاطی زض رَظیاغ ضیؿاه     

 ّاای رجااضی  ّا تاِ ٍیاػُ تاًاه   قَز. تسیٌؿاى، تاًهپطرفَی اػتثاضی تاًه تطذَضزاض هی

هیي هاالی  أثاضی ذَز تِ را )ررصصی( ًاگعیطًس ًؿث  تِ ررصیص تركی اظ پَضرفَی اػت

. اظ ایاي ضٍ، ضاطٍضی اؾا  تاطای     ّای هتَؾط ٍ وَچه صاازضاری الاسام ًوایٌاس   قطو 

 ؾٌجی اػتثاضی  طاحی گطزز.ّای ررصصی ضرثِّا، هسلگًَِ قطو  ایي

، وفای  2)تٌگاُ( هتَؾط ٍ وَچه صازضاری، تال ّایقطو  کلمات کلیذی:

 ؾطهایِ، هسل پطٍتی ، ضیؿه اػتثاضی

 JEL :G28, G21بىذی  طبقٍ 
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 یمختلف در باوىُا یباسار تًسط مذلُا یسهر یصتشخ ییتًاوا یسٍمما

 ايراق بُادار تُزان فزابًرس ي شذٌ در بًرس یزفتٍپذ

 

مُذی صالحی 
  

 محمذ زماوی 

 

 چکیذٌ

ّاای ؾاٌجف ضیؿاه تااظاض اؾاتفازُ اظ ضٍـ هحاؾاثِ اضظـ زض       رطیي ضٍـیىی اظ هْن
ـ    تاقاس. زض ایاي رحمیاك    هؼط  ضیؿاه های   ّاای  تاا اؾاتفازُ اظ هاسل پاضاهتطیاه، ضٍ

تِ هحاؾاثِ اضظـ زض هؼاط    ، TSPؾاظی راضیری ٍ رَظیغ ؾاظی هًَ  واضلَ، قثیِ قثیِ
قسُ زض تَضؼ ٍ فطاتَضؼ اٍضاق تْازاض رْطاى، پطزاذتِ قاس. ضٍـ   ّای پصیطفتِ ذطط تاًه

ضٍیاسازی  آٍضی ا الػاات رحمیمای پاؽ     ٍ اظ ًظط جواغ  رحمیك تِ لحاظ ّسف، واضتطزی
.  تاقاٌس  یه ّای ثث  قسُ زض تَضؼ رْطاى )گصقتِ ًگط( اؾ . ًوًَِ رحمیك قاهل تاًه

ًتای  حاصلِ ًكاى زاز وِ زل  اضظـ زض هؼط  ذطط تطآٍضز قاسُ تاا اؾاتفازُ اظ هاسل     
TSP  راضیری تیكتط اظ زٍ ضٍـ هًَ  واضلَ ٍ گاضچ تَزُ اؾ . زل  ضٍـ ٍTSP   پاؽ ٍ

تاقاس. ّوچٌایي ضٍـ گااضچ اظ ووتاطیي      ظ ؾایط ضٍـ ّا هیاظ آى ضٍـ راضیری تیكتط ا
راوٌَى رحمیمی وِ ّط چْاض ضٍـ تطآٍضز اضظـ زض هؼط  ذطاط ضا   زل  تطذَضزاض اؾ .

ؾااظی ٍ   ّف حاضاط ضٍیىاطز ًاَیٌی ضا تاطای هاسل     تطضؾی وٌس صَضت ًگطفتِ اؾ . پػٍ
 وٌس. هی زض حَظُ حؿاتساضی هؼطفی  TSPؾٌجف ضیؿه تاظاض تا اؾتفازُ اظ رَظیغ 

 
هكْس یزاًكگاُ فطزٍؾ یحؿاتساض یاضاؾتاز 



 … مقایسٍ تًاوایی تشخیص ریسک بازار 091

 

گاضچ، ضٍـ هًَ  واضلَ،  ضیؿه تاظاض، اضظـ زض هؼط  ذطط، هسل ياشگان کلیذی:
 TSPؾاظی راضیری، ضٍـ  ضٍـ قثیِ

 JEL: E5, E58, J21بىذی ٍ طبق
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